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Welcome To Homecoming'72

T

%

Fifr
BY FAWN CONLEY
News Editor
The fifteen Homecoming
Queen finalists chosen by the
student body last week will be
presented before the Roberta
Flack concert tomorrow night
at 7:30 p.m. The Homecoming
Queen and her court will be
announced Saturday at the
Eastern-Murray football game
at Hanger Field.
The finalists range from
freshmen to seniors, physical
education majors to a law enforcement major, yet each one
is unique.
Frances Lynn Adams, an
interior design major from
Elizabethtown, is one of the two
senior finalists. Miss Adams is
sponsored by the Chemistry
Club. She was the second
runner-up in last year's
Homecoming Court and was
featured in the Homecoming
section of the 1972 Milestone.

She has also been selected Miss
Kentucky County Fair 1971 and
Miss Kentucky World 1972.
Becky Sue Bailey, a
sophomore rehabilitation
counselor from Louisville, is
Miss Dogpatch Kentucky 1972.
She was a contestant in the Miss
Kentucky River contest and is
interested in singing, playing
the piano and swimming. She is
sponsored by the Veteran's
Club.
Debbie Begley, sponsored by
Palmer Hall, is secretary of Phi
Mu Phi sorority.The junior
special
and
elementary
education major from Amelia,
Ohio, is Miss Cherry Grove
Hemisphere, and was a runnerup in the Miss Richmond contest.
Lynda Sue Bertram, senior
social work major from Monticeilo, is„ sponsored by
Women's lnterdorm. Miss
Bertram is a member of the

lnterdorm Council, president of
Walters Hall House Council, a
member of Kappa Delta
sorority and a Panhellenic
Council member.
Sharon Bodnar, freshmen
dental hygiene major from
Louisville, is interested in
poetry and cooking. Sponsored
by Martin Hall, Miss Bodnar is
a Case Hall Women's lnterdorm
Council representative.
The International Students'
Association is sponsoring
Phatanee Chiaravanond, a
sophomore chemistry major
from Bangkok, Thailand. Miss
Chiaravanond is interested in
dancing, drawing and listening
to music. She is a member of
the International Students'
Association.
Susan Childers, sophomore
physical education major from
Hazard,
is
Telford's
representative. Miss Childers
is a member of Alpha Delta Pi

sorority, HPER, the Catalina
Club, and was recently named
Miss Kentucky River 1972.
Kandy Clay, sophomore
political science major is
sponsored by the Gymnastics
Club. The Ashland coed is a
feature twirier for the Marching
Maroons and was a runner-up in
the Miss Richmond contest. She
is interested in dancing,
twirling and swimming.
Case Hall's contestant is
Mindy Hall, freshman medical
technology major from Ewing,
Virginia. Miss Hall is a Project
Pal sponsor and is interested in
water skiing and sewing.
Business education major
Cindy Hopkins, a junior from
Erlanger, is being sponsored by
Beta
Omicron
Gamma
fraternity . Miss Hopkins was a
1971 Homecoming candidate
and is a member of Kappa Kelta
sorority.
Marquerite Irvin. sophomore

law enforcement major from
Lexington, is the Black Student
Union's candidate. Miss Irvin is
an Eastern cheerleader, a
member of the Black Student
Union and was named Miss
Congeniality of the Miss Black
Eastern contest. She has been
chosen by the National
Cheerleading Clinic as an instructor for next summer's
cheerleading clinics around the
country.
Sophomore recreation major
Kathy Lane, the Baptist Student
Union's candidate, is interested
in all sports and meeting
people.
Miss Lane, from
Versilles, is a member of the
Baptist Student Union, HPER
and the Recreation Club, and
says she would eventually like
to be a Youth Director for a
Shelley Lueders, freshman
nursing major from Loveland,
Ohio, is representing the fresh(Continued On Page 16)
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ONE OF THESE fifteen beauties will be crowned
1972 Homecoming Queen Saturday afternoon in
pre-game ceremonies. Pictured are: (Front, left
to right) Debbie Begley, Becky Sue Bailey,
Marguerite Irvin, Sharon Bodnar, and Shelley

HPERA Honors
Retired Educators Weather Permitting

Photo by Jim Shepherd

Horsing Around?
PROPS FOR Homecoming floats took all sorts of
shapes and sizes as students, including Karrol
Guy, senior art major from Lexington, readied
themselves for the festivities of this Saturday,
The floats will be part of the Homecoming

parade which begins at 10 a.m. that morning,
Float construction will continue, as will sights
like this one until tomorrow evening. (Other
pictures, page 15)

Happiness Is Theme

Weekend Highlights Set
The Homecoming Weekend
will be "Happiness Is..."
This theme will be carried out
on parade floats and dormitory
decorations
viewed
by
thousands of friends and
graduates returning to the
campus for the celebration.
Highlighting the weekend will
be a concert Friday night
featuring Roberta Flack, the
football game between EKU
and Murray State University at
2 p.m. Saturday, and an in:
novation-the five-and 10-year
(1962 and 1967) class reunions.
The annual parade through

Because of the renovation of
the Keen Johnson Student Union
Building, no homecoming dance
will be held this year. The 15
Homecoming Queen finalists,
chosen in a campus election,
will be presented before the
Roberta Flack concert.

67 classes will be held in the
Center at 11:30 a.m.
Preceding the EKU-Murray
game on Hanger Field, the 1972
Homecoming Queen will be
crowned at 1:30 p.m.
Miss Marie Covington, the
1971 queen who died in an
automobile accident, will be
honored with the presentation of
the Covington Cup

Registration for the festivities
will be held from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. Saturday in the lobby of
the Powell Building. University
Center.
Buffet luncheons for the 1962-

After the game, alumni and
friends are invited to a buffet
dinner in the University Center.*
For the first time, five and 10
(Continued On Page Five)

downtown Richmond is set to
begin at 10 a.m. Saturday.

Black Organizations Sponsor
Three Homecoming Dances

^

Omega Psi Phi fraternity will
sponsor a Black Hpmecoming
t Dance this Saturday night from
• 9 p.mjo 1 a.W. at the Richmond
Armory.. ' .
- - '.The dance. wh:sh is held
annually to welcome back
alumni to Homecoming, will
end a week of festivities which
started last night with a social
sponsored by the Black Student
1
Union.
,
,„.
,.The band for the dance will be
the Dynamic Soul Seven.
Tickets will be $2 in advance
aPH «•> w it the door.
The Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority will host a pre-

homecoming .dance tomorrow the Delta Sigma Thetas, the
night at the Colonel Room of Omega psi.-Phis and the AKA
FriSches. Tickets •fill be $^0__ pledges and interest group,, the
The Sance wrif Stari; Snerv£,
Kappa Psi Alpha wiu-bpunsor
Roberta -Flack." concert
~* Homecoming dance Saturday
Hi.i. .'... same Saetu?daf^he ; "night * in I**m*fcrl aU.Fourtlv
•black Greek organizations will and Upper Streets
The pledges and TIAKA s are
perform in -the stepping
ceremonies, to be held in the distinguished from each other
chapel square. The ceremonies in that the pledgees have already
were began four years' ago by been screened, and are
the Omega Psi Phi fraternity ■maintaining the necessary
is not
and have since become average. which
necessariuly
true
of the
traditional at Eastern.
TIAKSs
those
girls
interested
1 ne order tut the ceremonies
will be the Kappas, the AKA's. 'in pledging. ^

K

Three individuals who con-^vdevelopment
at Eastern
tributed a total of 189 yette tqfinjKjring his 43 years service, 1929
the development of the School of7 -to 1972. He served as head
Health, Physical Education, coach in five sports during his
Recreation and Athletics at tenure, and his baseball teams
Eastern will be honored won eight Ohio Valley ConSaturday when plaques are ference championships. He was
unveiled atathletic fieldsbearing a leader in the founding of the
OVC in 1948.
their names.
Following a brief program at
Hughes also held the positions
the Thomas E. McDonough of Director of Athletics, and
Intramural Fields at 11:30 a.m., Chairman of the Department of
plaques will be unveiled Health, Physical Education,
honoring Dr. McDonough, Miss Recreation and Athletics.
Gertrude Hood at the Gertrude
Brief speeches on behalf of
Hood Women's Athletic Field,
the
honorees will be presented
and Charles T. Hughes at the
"Turkey" Hughes Baseball at the McDonough Fields. Dr.
Ann Uhlir, chairman of the
Field.
The unveiling program will be women's physicalv education
part of Homecoming Weekend department, will speak on
activities at EKU, where a 10 behalf of Miss Hood; Dr. Fred
a.m. parade and a 2 p.m. clash Darling, chairman of the men's
with visiting Murray State are physical education department,
also scheduled. Pre-game onbehalf )f Hughes, and Dr. Ned
ceremonies, including the Warren, Dean of the School of
coronation of the Homecoming Health, Physical Education,
Queen, begin at 1 p.m. at Recreation and Athletics will
honor Dr. McDonough.
Hanger Field.
Dr. McDonough served
Eastern as chairman of its
Department of Health and
Physical Education from 192842. He is credited as a national
leader in the development of
intramural athletic programs.
Dr. McDonough, who has
retired -from the faculty of
BY T.G. MOORE
Emory University, was the
Staff Writer
dedication speaker at EKU's
Alumni Coliseum in 1963 and
Roberta Flack will appear in
received an honorary doctorate concert tomorrow night at 8
at Eastern's spring com- p.m. in Alumni Coliseum. Miss
Flack is being sponsored by the
mencement in 1967.
A member of the Eastern University Center Board.
Although Miss Flack's fame
faculty for 45 years, Miss Hood
served from 1928 through 1972.
She was instrumental in the
development of both intramural
and intercollegiate athletics for
women.
Miss Hood initiated women's
field hockey at Eastern in 1928
and organized the Women's
Recreational Association in
1946. As an associate professor
of health and, physical
education, she supervised
scores of student teachers
during her tenure.
Serving as teacher, coach and
administrator. Hughes was a
formative force behind athletic

McConkey; (Middle, left to right) Linda Sue
Bertram, Teresa Wilson, Cindy Hopkins, Shelley
Lueders, and Susan Childers; (Back, left to
right) Phatanee Chiaravanond, Kathy Lane,
Mindy Hall, Kandy Clay, and Frances Adams.

Skydivers Prep For Pre-Game
"It looks like a map or a
picture...there is no sensation of
falling at all." this is how Rick
Fisher describes skydiving.
Fisher is commander of the
Richmond Paratrooper Rescue
Team, which is tentatively
scheduled to jump over Hanger
Field Saturday.
Fischer explained that at an
altitude of twelve to twentyeight thousand feet, a sport
parachuter is able to see the
curvature of the earth as he
falls at a speed of 140 to 200
miles an hour.
Scary? "No." explains Rick,
"the mind just isn't able to
perceive falling because there
is no sensation of the height."
There is just the sound and
touch of the wind rushing by as
you're suspended weightless in

confidence is relied on,
everything is fine."
Fisher explained that the falls
are basically safe. ' "An
altimeter determines the
altitudes and safety regulations
have to be followed. He added,
"Most of the fatalities that have
occurred are due to a person's
own
negligence
and
carelessness. More people are
killed in autos than from

the
free
fall." Sport
parachuting as the name
suggests is a "sport" corporated for publicity and
demonstration purposes.
Competitions are held monthly.
Fischer said that it's "a sport
for people who like a lot of
speed." Fisher said that his
team usually free falls at a
speed of 140-200 miles per hour
at altitudes up to 12,500 feet
(approximately 2 miles). "At
this speed and altitude, the
ground doesn't just rush to
your face... it's at closer
altitudes where the gound goes
spinning around faster and
faster."
One of the problems confronted by beginners is anxiety,
according to Fisher. "Everyone
is over anxious when they think
of the fall to earth. When self-

parachuting." ^\

(Continued
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Buffet
Time Changed
The
pre-game
buffet
originally set for 11:30 a.m.
Saturday has been moved back
to 11:00 a.m. in order to accommodate the anticipated
homecoming crowd.

Queen Presentation-!':30 p.m.

Roberta Flack To Appear Friday
and popularity is somewhat
recent, she has been deeply
involved in the music scene
almost all of her thirty years.
Like most true artists, she grew
up in a musical family which in
her case was mostly gospel
oriented.
Before she hit it big, Miss

Deadlin^Is
, Xomorrow
May and August, graduates*
. should contact the Dean of their
college by toUh-ow. Octdber
27th. Applications for Degrees
and fees are to be turned in at
this time.
Ba^ccaula^ureate fees are
S8.30: Masters are S21.00.

Roberta Flack

appeared on the Today Show,
the Merv Griffin Show, Mike
Douglas' program, and "The
Third Bill Cosby Special."

Flack was teaching English in a
segregated high school in a
small rural community in North
Carolina. She attended Howard
University on scholarship
where
she
received a
Bachelor's Degree in Music
Education and also put in six
months of graduate training.

Her concerts include appearances at UCLA, Berkeley,
the Newport Jazz Festival,
Dartmouth College, The
Monterey Jazz Festival. The
Watts Festival, and the Montreaux Festival in Switzerland.

Signed Record Contract

However, music was too
much in her blood to teach, and
before long |he had signed a
contract with Atlantic Records.

Hits Captured Spotlight
In recent months Roberta
Flack has captured the
spotlight in top 40 music with
two hit singles, the first one,
"The First Time I Saw Your
Face,,' holding the number one
'position in the Billboard Survey
for several weeks. "Where Is
The Love", her second hit this
year also jumped to Billboard's
Number One slot.

Her first two albums on the
Atlantic label, "First Take",
and "Chapter Two" sold so well
that they have come to be called
what the recording industry
refers to as "monsters."
Roberta Flack, it seems, was
destined to be someone famous,
having already mastered the
piano at age nine when she
began formal training, and also
B^jmyi.g irvuli fcigh 5C.JJOP1 *'

In the January 2, 1972 edition
of the New" York Times, pop
music critic. Don fl«ckn\an
wrote: -"Within her styje-a"
schoolteacher, she also worked clear, declamatory, and exas* an accompanist to opera
,-,T*W»*
u...„v
singers, and did some nightclub^ cet
ported by, her own r oeu%._w~ v
performing. .
r
piano chef ding and jazz rhyth■
ms-she is quite simply among
Began Drug Crusade
the very best".
In addition to performing)-;
Ti<
k$i
Miss Flack has embarked on
her own personal anti-drug lor students with idenlii
crusade, going into ghettos and cards in advance and $4 at the
slums to sing and talk. She has door.
/
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About The Issues

Presidential Hopefuls Voice Opinions
Election Year '72 is becoming known
Taxes
as the time the voters had a real choice
Nixon: "I oppose any new spending
between the Presidential candidates.
program which would add to the tax
The positions of the nominees on the
burden of American wage earners."—
issues of war, taxes and jobs are listed
Acceptance speech, Miami Beach,
here.
Aug. 23.
Vietnam
—"...we have made no decision with
Nixon: "We have brought over aregard to a value added tax." — News
half million men home from Vietnam . conference, Feb. 10, 1972.
and more will be coming home. We
—"...I strongly favor not only the
have ended America's ground combat
present depreciation rate but going
role. No draftees are being sent to
further than that, so we can get our
Vietnam."We have reduced our
plants and equipment more effective
casualties by 98 per cent.
...rather than moving in the direction
"We have gone the extra mile, in fact
of reducing the (oil) depletion
tens of thousands of miles, to seek
allowance, let us look at the fact that
peace on the negotiating front, We
all the evidence now shows that we are
have offered a ceasefire, a total withgoing to have a major energy crisis in
drawal of all American forces, an
this country in the '80s." — Impromptu
exchange of all prisoners of war; inremarks in question session with
ternationally supervised free elections
guests at the Floresville, Tex.,4ranch of
with participation by the Communists
John Connally, April 30, 1972.
both in the elections and in their
McGovern: "There's something
supervision..."—Accepting the
wrong about a tax system that allows a
Republican nomination, Miami Beach,
$100,000-a-year corporate executive to
deduct
his $20 martini lunch while the
. Aug. 23, 1972.
workingman can't even deduct the cost
McGovern: "I ask if we are more
honorable because the color of the
of a bologna sandwich." — Oftrepeated campaign line.
bodies has changed from white to
yellow. I think not. The blood is still
—"As president I would seek a fair
red. The painis still as great...The war
tax reform to raise approximately $22
billion by 1975." — Campaign
does not represent the honor of
America at all and it does not
statement. Sept. 8, 1972.
— "I strongly believe that Mr.
represent the decency of the American
people."—Philadelphia, Sept. 20, 1972.
Nixon...ill call for higher taxes in the
form of a national sales tax...To take
—"There's nothing that we can
negotiate now that we wouldn't have
the sting out of it, it will probably be
done four years ago..."—July, 1972.
called a value added tax. But a sales
"—will halt the senseless bombing of
tax by any other means smells just the
Vietnam on inaugural day. And within
same." —Wall Street, New York, Aug.
90 days of my inauguration, every
29, 1972.
American soldier and every American
(In the Wall Street speech,
'prisoner will be out of the jungle and
McGovern proposed phasing out a wide
out of their cells and back in America
variety of tax preferences orL
where they belong." —Accepting the
"loopholes," including those concerning
Democratic nomination, Miami Beach,
the oil depletion allowance, capital
July 14, 1972.
gains, unrealized capital gains at death

Jobs
(Labor Department figures show 3.3.
per cent of the work force was jobless
when Nixon took office in January,
1969. The unemployment rate subsequently climbed to around 6 per cent
and stayedtherefor 18 months despite a
rise in the total number of jobs.
Recently it began to decline, and latest
figures put it at 5.6 per cent for
August.)
Nixon: "More Americans have jobs
now than ever before, 212 million more
than a year ago, with jobs being
created at the fastest rate in 20
years..." —Labor Day Address, Sept.
3, 1972.
—"We expect that the rapid expansion of the economy is going to
reflect itself in reducing unemployment votes, not as fast as we would
like, but in reducing them through the
fall and winter months. As far as additional actions are concerned, we do
not contemplate any at this time." —
Acceptance speech, Miami Beach.
Aug. 23, 1972.
McGovern: "I will take whatever
steps are necessary to guarantee a job
opportunity to every man and woman
in America who is able to work...
"I have previously urged a $10 billion
federal investment in new jobs through
government contracts with private
industry. Our highest economic
priority is ,the lowest possible employment.
"We should enforce the job creation
of a full-employnMrtt economy by
providing useful public service jobs to
as many as a million heads of
households who otherwise would not
earn enough to stay off welfare ...The
best job incentive is a job opening..."
—Wall Street Speech, Aug. 29, 1972.
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Dear Editor:
According to "Campus Living" page fifteen,
it states Personal wheeled vehicles such as
bicycles, tricycles, skate boards, wagons,
scooters, etc. are not permitted in Residence
Halls at any time because of the inherent danger
to health and safety. As stated by many medical
authorities bicycles are great means of physical
exercise. It isn t obvious to me how a bicycle
parked in the dorm could be injurous to
anyone's health. Futhermore, I can't see where
the administration expects students to park their
bicycles. Security is placing warning notices on
bikes parked outdoors on campus stating that
they are not be there. If the administration will
not let up park our bikes in places providing
shelter and a safe place to keep them locked,
then bike owners will be susceptible to thieves
and to persons who enjoy destroying the
property of others.
Instead of all these fences, I feel the administration should put up some type of shelter
for our bicycles or allow us to keep them in the
dormitory.
Sincerely,
Becky Ricketts
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Things Haven't Changed So Much After All

That Exciting October
Weekend Is Here Again
Homecoming is that special time of
the year when Eastern's campus
assumes an atmosphere of excitement
and pageantry.
It is the time of year when parades
and parties, reunions and pep rallies,
and various other activities become
the order of the day.
As has been the case in the past,
Homecoming promises to be the
spirited, eventful two days which has
become characteristic of this one
weekend in October.
For possibly the only time during the
year, students will leave their suitcases in the dorm on Friday afternoon
and will become an active participant
in campus wide activities, For once,
the often heard phrases, "school
spirit," 'yea team," "Rah-rah," etc.,
seems to be present in every aspect of
campus life.
Dorm decorations, enthusiastic
support at the game, and a multitudeof
other activities seem to set
Homecoming weekend apart from the
typical fall football weekend, or from
any other for that matter.
For most, the gripes, frustration of
grades,and discontent areset aside for
the moment, as they take a "oack seat
to the events which suddenly seem
much more important to the student.
For freshmen, who have spent the
better part of ten weeks becoming
accustomed to the various problems of
college life, they now have a chance to
'flap their wings' and experience the
fabled Homecoming weekend which is
their first of many big weekends to
come.

Feiffer
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To sophomores and juniors who have
already experienced the "weekend in
'October," their efforts will be
directed toward perfecting any of the
rough points in previous, years.
A mixture of nostalgia and expectation, along with promises to
make this homecoming a memorable
experience in their last as un- ;
dergraduates will make this
homecoming weekend for the seniors
significantly different than the
previous three.
But the special significance will be
for Eastern's 25,000 alumni because
this is their weekend. To these individuals the reunions and brief reassociation with the Richmond campus
restore memories of their college days
which is no longer the relatively small
teachers college which many of them
remember.
It all begins with a superb concert set
for Friday evening and the official
conclusion is set for Saturday afternoon with the gridiron battle with
Murray. And squeezed in these two
days will be the usual parties and get
togethers and old acquaintances will
have fleeting moments to reminisce
their "old" days.
This weekend will be memorable not
only for those directly associated with
the campus but also to the many
visitors who will be here.
The Progress
would like to
welcome all those who are visiting
campus this weekend and expresses its
wish that "Happiness Is" will truly be
the theme for Homecoming 72 and this
Homecoming will be the best in the
long history of the University.
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Networks Vie For Top Rating Positions
BY DAVID GIBSON
Staff Writer

The new television season is now a
month old. The three commercial
networks, and the Public Broadcasting
System, nave served up a total of 27
new programs over the airways. Some
will go on to become big hits, no doubt,
but, just as assuredly, some will fall
by the wayside come January. What
follows, then, is a nightly projection of
which shows will do well and which will
not.
It should be noted that in those cases
where a program differs from week to
week, the series as a whole will be
dealt with. For example, "Love Story"
would be expected to pull an
astronomical Nielsen rating, but the
overall figure for the "ABC Sundav
Night Movie" should be somewhat
lower. This lower figure will be considered.
So, with this in mind:
Monday: There is no real contest this
night. A glance into the T.V. room of
any men's dorm will tell one that, Don,
and Howard have brought millions of
Sunday afternoon viewers to ABC on
Monday evenings. "Monday Night
Football" will score a big Nielsen win
here. Ageless "Gunsmoke" and fading
«Laugh-In" will also appear in second
and third places. For casualties^: s
"The Rookies" is up against too much
competition and CBS's "Dons Day
has about worn out her welcome. Don t
look for either on next season s
schedules.
.. Tuesday: ABC has a strong line-up
here. "Marcus Welbv. M.D." is a
proven winner, and should continue to
be so. The made-for-television "Movie
of the Week" went over very well last
year (one, "Brian'sSong," achieved as
much recognition as manv of its
theater counterparts), and its strength
should continue. CBS's new "Maude",
in the "All In the Family" tradition,
will also be a bie hit. "Temperature's

Rising," on ABC, won't, and its demise
could come early. "Bonanza," with a
new cast and time, will probably begin
its decline this season as well.
.. Wednesday: Although this is a
generally weak night, NBC does have
its "law-enforcement line-up" here ,
with "Adam-12", Wednesday Mystery
Movie," and "Search." The rotating
format of "Mystery Movie" worked
well for NBC last year, and this
program, with three new segments,
should be good enough to win the
Wednesday ratings war. ABC's "Julie
Andrews Hour" could be the clinker, as
big-production, staged formats seem to
be on the way out.
..Thursday: "The Dean Martin
Show," on NBC, if for no other reason
than the controversial "Ding-A-Ling
Sisters," will probably win a close
ratings race over "Owen Marshall"
and "Mod Squad" on ABC. "The Flip
Wilson Show" should continue to do
well, but not quite as well as past
seasons. For losers, CBS's "The
Waltons" won't make it, and ABC's
rotating "The Men" is the sort that
could go either way.
..Friday.Date night is traditionally
not a time for network blockbusters.
However, CBS has what should be the
winner here with "Sonny and Cher."
NBC's new "Ghost Story" and proven
"Sanford and Son" will also do well.
CBS should! win the Friday ratings
game with "Sonny and Cher" and a
formidable line-up of movies.
Casualties will probably include NBC's ..
"The Little People," ABC's "The
Brady Bunch," and "The Partridge
Family," all of which will have either
sung or cutsied their way into oblivien
by next season.
.. Saturday: Here is by far the easiest
night to pick. "All In the Family" will
finish miles ahead of any other show
this night, in fact, its ratings should be
high enough to insure success for the
other CBS programs that follow it
("Bridget Loves Bernie" and "Marv

Tyler Moore"). NBC's "Saturday
Night At the Movies" will do well only
occasionally. Programs unable to
stand the Saturday night competition
would have to be "Alias Smith and
Jones" on ABC, "Emergency" on
NBC, and possibly "Bob Newhart" on
CBS.
Sunday: They seem to have set their
"most attractive material for this night,
so ABC's f'Sunday Night Movie"
should finish first. Such fare as
"Goldfinger," "Patton," "Love Story"
and "The Ten Commandments" give
this series a definite edge. CBS will
have a hit in their new"M-A-S-H"and
NBC's "Sunday Mystery Movie" will
retain a sizable audience. Also, Sunday
nights just might contain something of
a surprise in the Nielsens. PBS's best
program, "Masterpiece Theater,"
may be strong enough to actually draw
some viewers from commercial
television and appear in the ratings
whenever ABC does run a weak movie.
For Sunday night failures, CBS's
"Anna and the King," a musical
without music, and ABC's "The FBI,"
a program that looks to be on its last
legs, will probably be the first to go.
That is the way the seven nights of
prime time television seem to stack up.
Of those 27 new programs, only about
five appear destined for big success.
On the other hand, about eight of them
appear doomed to early canellation.
The rest could sink or swim, with their
fates being entirely in the hands of the
Nielsen Ratings. On the basis of what is
currently on the air, then, the year's
top ten programs should look
something like this:
1. All In the Family
2. Marcus Welby, M.D.
3. Monday Night Football
4. ABC Sunday Night Movies
5. Maude
6. The Dean Martin Show
7. M-A-S-H
8. NBC Wednesday Mystery Movie
9. The Sonny and Cher Comedy Hour
10. Owen Marshall, Counselor at Law

Here music director, Janos Ferencsik,
conducts the Hungarian State Symphone in a performance in their first
tour of the United States. Part of the

Fine Arts Series, the orchestra will
appear at Brock Auditorium Oct. 30 at
8:00 P.M.

Hungarian Symphony To Perform
Metropolitan Orchestra, it suffered
severe setbacks during World War II.
Post-war re-organization was undertaken by Maestro Ferenc Fricsay
and La'szlo' Somogyi. Known officially since 1949 as the Hungarian
State Symphony Orchestra, it has been
under the general music direction of
Founded in 1923 as the Budapest Janos Ferencsik since 1952.
:jmujmmm'm*wjmmtim»j»miSmm..*m nii'iwn»—< >mu<mmr

As part of its first tour of the North
American continent, the Hungarian
State Symphony Orchestra will perform in eoncert at Eastern Kentucky
University, October 30 at 8 p.m. in
Hiram Brock Auditorium. Admission
for EKU students is free.

WALLACE

WEEK
I
I

1 ANYONE CAN ORDER NOW!
!
(Fresh.-Soph.-Jr.-Sr.)

You may fold, spindle
or mutilate this card

...but first.

•

r

YOUR CHOICE:

1. Your Date

i ORDER
i YOUR
!i RING
NOW

2. Your Degree
3. Perference Of Stone

USE IT NOW AT WALLACE'S. GOOD FOR $5.00 OFF
PR ANY WALLACE'^CLASS Rim * ^^J^TEi \
Delivery Guarenteed December 1st

4. And Personalized

*

292 South Second Street

.

Downtown Richmond
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281 Student Teachers

Seniors Begin On-The-Job Training

Photo by Russell Tapp

A HAPPY PAIR is often seen enjoying life in the
ravine, but passers-by last week were surprised
to see Kathy Morgan, a student at Model High

School, with a special friend. The horse apparently decided the ravine would be a good spot
for a snack.

'New' Clay Grill To Re-open
With Change In Atmosphere
"We're going to try to make it
as much the students, place as
we can," said Larry Martin,
director of food services
regarding the re-opening of
Clay Hall grill October 30.
According to Martin, the
desired effect will be somewhat
like thai of a restaurant, with
different lighting, tablecloths
and candles at each table.
The students who work in the
food service department have
formed a committee to assist in
ideas for further decorations,
such as posters for the walls.
The manner of ordering will

be somewhat different also, in
that the students will write their
orders down and hand themin to
the order window, and wait
there for the order.
There will be a completely
new staff who are being trained
with the faster service method
in mind,.
The grill will introduce two
new specialities-steak and
spuds, consisting of steak on
biscuits and french fries and the
stromboli sandwich, an Italian
sandwich with parmeasan
cheese. "There's
no one

serving it in Richmond at this
time," said Martin.
In addition to the
menu, the
grill
feature
hamburgers,
cheeseburgers and pizzas in two
sizes.
There will be a juke box
again, but its price has gone up
from five cents per play to ten
cents per play.
The grill will be open from 10
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday. Martin said,
"students all go home and
labor cost would be too great for
the few people left on campus
during weekends."

••••••••••**

The
People's
Choice
Chicken

281 students have begun Fall
semester student teaching
October 2. These students
reported to their assigned
schools throughout the state to
begin their ten weeks of
training.
Students doing their student
teaching are as follows:
Betty Adams, Mt. Vernon;
Bertee Adkins, Harold; William
Allen, Louisville; Elizabeth
AmbVose, Richmond; Alva
Arthur, Richmond.
Patsy Auxier, Cynthiana;
Lorna Back, Middletown, Ohio;
Coleen Baker, Frankfort;
Bonnie Bangs, Fort Thomas;
Roma Banks, Bethany.
Gloria Bargo, Corbin;
Eugene Barnes, Richmond;
Glenda Barnett, New Albany,
Ind.;
Roger
Basham,
Louisville; Barbara Bean,
Lebanon, Ohio; Linda Begley,
Lebanon; Barry Benjamin,
Alexandria; Caroly Bennett,
Louisville.
Anna Bibbs, Louisville;
Charles Bidwell, Richmond;
Rhonda BJflir, Guston; Karen
Bloyd, Greenburg; Patsy
Bogie, Irvine; Allen Bokelman,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rosa lee Boot he, Beattyville;
Richard Breeze, Troy, Ohio;
William Brenda, Crawfordsville, Ind.; Larry Brewer
St an ton; Janet Brigmon,
Manchester; Connie Brown,
Winchester; Karen Brown,
Burgin; .David Bokelman,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Brown-Detz
Stephen Brown, Richmond;
Glenda Bryant, Liberty;
William Buckler, Lexington;
Barbara Budke, Covington;
Micheal Buis, Liberty; Peggy
Buis, Eubank; Judith Bullock,
Brodhead; Paula Bunch,
Loyall.
Cynthia Burkhart, Hamilton,
Ohio; James Burns, Manchester;
Portia
Burton,
Somerset; Harold Campbell,
Booneville; Vanessa Campbell,
Ermine; Eunice Carman,
Yosemite; Terry Carman,
Yosemite.
Ruth Currubba, Berea;
Sandra Caudill, Booneville;
John Center, Campton; Glenna
Charles, Pikeville; Mary
Childers, Middletown; Samuel
cockerham, Beattyville; Alfred
Collins, Hazard.
Byron Combs, Lexongton;
Romona Combs, Whitesburg;
Linda Cooper, Troy, Ohio;
Wayne Cooper, Gosken;
Carolyn Cornett, Beattyville;
Katherine Cox, Richmond;

Janie Crawley, Campbellsville.
Sandra Croley, Williamsburg:
Robert Crossley,
Lexington; James Davis,
Homestead, Pa.; Lois Den
niston, Campton; June Denny,
Fairfield, Ohio; Ervin Detjen,
Lousiville; Barbara Detz, Richmond.
Dobbs-Head
Teresa Dobbs, Ashland;
James Dorman, Covington;
Janice Dossett, Harrodsburg;
Richard Douglass, Dayton,
Ohio; Lynn Dowell, Cincinnati,
Ohio; Judy Doyle, Richmond;
John Drew, Lexongton.
Daryl Dunagan, Mill Springs;
Phyllis Dunaway, Middlesburg,
Ohio; Danny Dunn, Pine Ridge;
Emily Durrett, Smithfield;
Connie Edmonds, Jackson;
Virginia Elder, Lexington;
Winston Emmanuel, Brooklyn,
New York; Thomas Erwin,
Lexington.
Marsha Faulknes, Lexington;
Martha Feltner, Ashland;
Stephen Fields, Winchester;
David Fortner, Williamstown;
Carol Fosson, Ashland; Nannette Fox, South Irvine;
Patricia Franklin, Louisa;
Robert Fricker, Cincinnati,
Ohio;
Teresa
Furnish,
Lexington.
Rosie Gabbert, Waynesburg;'
James Gilbert, Irvine; Larry
Githerman.Carrollton; William
Goldston, Richmond; John
Gorman, Lexington; Rebecca
Grant, Louisville; Deborah
Gravil, Fort Thomas; Trevis
Gray, Paris; Rodney Green,
Danville.
Bonita Gullett, Perryville;
Elvin Hacker, Lexington;
Barbara Hamilton, Richmond;
Glenda Hamilton, Richmond;
Dorothy Harris, Campbellville;
Wilson Hays, Fort Thomas;
Philip Haywood, Lexongton;
Randy Head, Shelbyville. .
Hensley-McDaniel
Debra Hensley, Fairfield,
Ohio; Linda Herrin, Greenwood, Ind.; Barbara' Hesse,
Richmond;
Diane
Hill,
Louisville; Suzanne Holthouser,
Louisyille; Stephen House,
.Richmond; Mary Huber,
Elizabeth town; Linda Huls.
Englewood.
Arnold Huysman, Dayton,
Ohio;
Wade
Jackson,
Lexington; Karen Jackson,
Maumee, Ohio; Karen Jarvis,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Amy Jett,
Richmond; Richard Johnson,
Carr Creek; Sandra Johnson,
Lebanon.
Sharon Jones, Lexington;
Rebecca Keene, Robinson
NOW
SHOWING

Bucaneer
X-Be-18-0R-be-G0NE-X

McDonald-Nutty

Deborah McDonald, Harlan;
Jane McGuffey, Stanford;
Chester Mclntosh, Jackson;
Christine McMichael,
Louisville; James Mackenzie,
Hawthoren; Sheila Maggard,
Louisville; Letha Marshall,
Noble; Canton Martin, Virgie;
Peggy Mathes, Kettering, Ohio.
Charles Maxon, Lexington;
Daphne Mayes, Booneville;
Georgia Melton, Manchester;
Donna Metcalf, Lancaster;
Jody Metcalf, Lancaster; Toni
Miller, Berea; Reda Mills,
Glasgow; Ginger Miracle,
Middlesboro; Betty Montgomery, Lancaster.
Joe Montgomery, Lancaster;
Lemon Moore, Beattyville;
Mary Moorhead, Versailles,
Ind.;
Freeda
Morris,
Lexington; Jane Morris, Nashville, Tenn.; Linda Morris,
Louisville; Linda Mosher, Mt.
Sterling.
Karen Moss, Lexington;
Rebecca Mullins,^J_.ondon;
Mamie Murphy, McKeesport,
Pa.; Glenda Murray, Valley
Station; Hannelore Myatt,
Tompkinsville; Melody
Niemann, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Joel Noland, South Irvine; Beth
Nutty, Brookville, ,Ind.

Fairfield, Ky.; David Stapleton,
Richmond; Barbara Stephens,
Frankfort; Marsha Sterchi,
Valley Station; Sam Stern,
Champaign,
111.:
Roxie
Stratton, Bondville; Faye
Sullivan, Harrodsburg.
Patricia Sumner, Whitley
City; Jon Thalman, Dayton;
Fredrick Thompson, Calvin;
Rebecca Trew, Lexington;
Barbara Turner, Booneville;
Leona Turner, Houston; Teresa
Upton, Berea; James Vanover,
Middlesboro:
Connie
Waggener, Campbellsville.
Walker-Ziera

Dennis Preston, Harrodsburg;
Edna
Preweit,
Lexington; Diane Price, Richmond;
Paula Pritchard,
Garrett; Jerry Purcell. Paint
Lick; Anne Rader, Winchester;
Deborah Rainey, Winchester;
Roberta Randall, Richmond;
Robert Ray, Covington.
Byron Ream, Plymouth,
Ohio; Judy Ream, Pltmouth,
Ohio; Bernard Reddy, Richmond; Chris Reitz, Fort
Thomas: Emma Reynolds,
Richmond; James Riggins,
Montonwille; Barbara Rogers,
Richmond.
Wilma Rose, Hazel Green;
Carolyn Ruff, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Robert Sandford, Lexington;
Katy Saylor, Richmond;
Gerard Scaringi, New York,
NY.;
Craig
Schleigh,
Fredericksburg, V.A.; Carl
Sears, Nicholasville; Theresa
Shelton, Somerset; Mary Short,
Winchester; Robert Sidebottom, Louisville; Mary Simpson,
Paduchah; Virginia Simpson,
Nicholasville.

creek; Cynthia Keeton, Richmond; William Keeton, Richmond; Angela Kern, Aurora,
Ind.; Brenda Kidd, Corbin;
Sharon King, Crawks; Judy
Kinman. Burlington; Rinda
Kinman, Patriot, Ind.; Mona
Kitchen, Lexington; Deborah
Lainhart, Richmond.
Gloria
Land, Richmond;
Brenda Lane, Lexington; Bruce
Lange, Newark, Ohio; David
Layne, Ively; Joan Ledord,
Manchester; Mervyn Lewis,
Trinidad, West Indies; Toni
Lewis, New Lexington, Ohio;
Teresa Loader, Valley Station.
Rebecca Lott, Louisville;
Charles Lovely, Richmond;
Larry Lyons, Bethlehem;
Marietta McBride, Richmond;
Barry McCauley, Altoona, Pa.;
Peggy McClure, Erlange; Gary
McCormick, Alexandria; Mary
McDaniel, Lexington.

Barbara Walker, Goose
Rock; Brenda Washington,
Midway; Donald Watts, Frankfort; Donna Waugh, Carlisle;
John Webb, Allen; Karen Wells
Wooton; Phyllis Wendefer,
Mainesille, Ohio;
Joyce
Wheatley, Richmond; Susan
Wilborn, Shelbyville; Byron
Williams, Richmond; Lisa
Williamson, Inze; Billy Willian,
Richmond.
Marvin Wilson, Booneville;
Rosana Wilson, Richmond;
Terry Wilson, Richmond;
Marsha Winkle, Irvine; Brenda
Wood, South Shore; Elizabeth
Wood, Cincinnati, Ohio; James
Wood,
Cincinnati, Ohio;
Micheal Woods, Florence;
Sandra Wright, Cincinnati,
Ohio; Diana Yaden, Librty;
Conrad Young, Ashland;
Donald Young, Steubenville,
Ohio; and Brenda Ziera,
Youngsville, N.Y.

Skaggs-Waggener

Virginia Skaggs, Harrodsburg; Johnnie Slone, Fishtrap;
Robert Slone, Charlestown,
Ind.; Arliene Smith, Manchester;
Brenda
Smith,
Springfield; Jean Smith,
Lexington, David Spears,
Danville; Donna Spencer,
Pleasant View; Cynthia Spratt,
Louisville.
Donna
Springgate,
Louisville; Gary Staggs,

WEKU-FM Presents
'World Of Music'

Ohr-Simpson
Janie Ohr, Ravenna; Glenda
Osborne, Brodhead; Roberta
Osborn, Morrow, Ohio; Saundra
Overstreet, Lancaster; Paula
Owens, Harrodsburg; Christina
Paeltz, Georgetown, Ohio; Bill
Parker, Blackey; Jerry Parks,
Lexington; Donald Paulin,
Hamilton, Ohio; Thomas
Pearson, Carthage, Ind.
Martha Peddicord, Cynthiana;- Donald Pelly, Fern
Creek; Suzanne Peters, London; Barbara Phillips, Richmond; Harry Paynter, Winchester; Dianne Preece,
Louisa.

Ever get tired of listening to
the same ol' music, the same ol'
commercials or maybe the
same announcer. Just for a
change of pace, why not turn the
dial to the FM band of your
radio. Make sure that you're on
88.9. Relax now and get ready
for the World Of Music.
Each afternoon - Monday
through Friday, with 50,000
watts of power, WEKU-FM
gives its listeners the best
variety available in contemporary music. Just a few of
the many artists include John
Denver, Cass Elliot, Chicago
and Three Dog Nite.
The best way to describe the
World of Music is "its newness"
according to music director Hal
Bouton. "Many stations wait
until a song shows up on the
national charts before they'll
play it. They're afraid they will
lose their audience. Here we
feel that we have the judgement
to program the best," continued
Bouton.

He takes pride in the fact that
WEKU-FM is playing the new
material before any of the other
stations in Kentucky.
Besides providing the best in
contemporary listening, the
World of Music is also used as a
training device for Eastern's
broadcasting students. Many
students, using the World of
Music experience ^a* a basic
foundation, have gone on to
excellent positions in commercial radio.
Music is not the only highlight
contained in the World of Music.
Five minute features that,
pertain to the campus community are also included in the
daily programming.
These
features cover a wide range of
topics that concern the college
student.
So remember...the next time
you're ready for a little
something different in radio,
why not come into a World of
Music with WEKU-FM.

From The Hills Of Tobacco Ready
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Modernization Of Japan And Russia

Black Addresses Civilizations Conference
mm.i.MA.i i RAM is
Academics Kditor
Our purpose is to enhance
understanding of the process of
modernization in Japan and
Russia generally, and more
particularly, those developing
countries seeking to accomplish
a similar transformation, said
Dr. Cyril E. Black, director of
Center for International Studies
ut Princeton University.
Dr. Black, keynote speaker at
the Comparative Civilizations
Conference held last week on
campus, is author of The
Dynamics of Modernization. He
is currently writing in conjunction with other social
scientists a book on the comparison of Japanese and
Russian modernization, which
provided the text for his talk, at
the banquet held Friday night.
According to Dr. Black,
notwithstanding the similar
scope and approximate per
capita equivalents of their
transformations during the last
century, Japan and Russia are
generally considered to be quite
dissimilar countries.
They are rarely compared
and are considered both by their
own nations and by others to be
hardly comparable.
It is understandable that the
two countries are rarely
compared, because very few
people know the histories of
both countries.
Key Point
"The key point in the study,"
said Dr. Black, "is that if two
societies so different in institutional structure could
sustain a similar scale of
transformation over a period of |
a century, they must have been
pursuing certain very similar
underlying policies."
II is these distinctive common
characteristics that the social
scientists are seeking to explore
in I heir study.

On a per capita basis, Japan
and Russia were very close both
in the 1800s and 1900's even
though Japan is capitalistic and
Oriental, with Russia being
socialistic and Christian."
Similarities do exist between
the two countries Dr. Black
stated in spite of the vast differences.
The two are similar in regard
to the timing of political,
economic and social transformation.
The rapid
modernization in both Japan
and Russia began in the 1860's
when the West was already
ahead of them.
The size of their populations is
similar even though the land
area of Russia is much greater
than that of Japan. They both
have traditions of effective
government and the per capita
level of development has
remained about the same since
the lR60's.
Size, Climate, Resources
The differences exhibited by
the two .countries include
physical size, resources and
climate, traditional culture,
specific features of economic
and social development and
their international roles.
In 1870, the gross national
product per capita of both
countries was VA to one third
that of the United Kingdom with
Russia at the upper level of the
continuum and Japan at the
lower.
Typical western
countries at this time were at
75-100 per cent that of the United
Kingdom.
"They were among the few
non-western countries with the
determination to catch up,"
said Dr. Black.
Today, Japan and Russia are
at about the same level of per
capita development. They are
equal to the per capita level of
the United Kingdom, two thirds
that of the U.S. and :,/j that of
most developed European
countries. "The began to close
the gap separating them from
the Western world."

Russians at this time, despite
the lower economic system.
Also, the educational level of
the average Japanese njale was
higher than that of the average
Russian male. The literacy of
the Japanese even in the
villages whereas it was near
zero in Russian villages.
"It would seem," said Dr.
Black, "that the Japanese did
much with little and Russia did
little with much."
Russia exports a large bulk of •
raw materials to Japan in exchange for manufactured
products. Politically speaking,
since 1917, they have been in
opposite positions in the Cold
War--"Japan free, Russia
captive."
Cultural Heritages
On the basis of international
roles, Russia has always way
Russia and Japan's cultural out in front of Japan. Russia
heritages are sharply con- was a great power in the days of
trasting. Seen from a western Napoleon when Japan was
viewpoint, Russia is essentially scarcely known and until the
European.
"Russians trace present, even though Japan
their history from Greece,'
Rome and Christianity. Their defeated Russia in 1905.

The current population of
Russia is 242 million, as compared to Japan's 104 million.
This may seem to be more of a
contrast than a similarity, but
as compared to other large
countries they rank third and
fifthamong the 144 independent
countries of the world, and first
and third among those which
are relatively modernized.
Japan's population grew very
slowly while Russia grew more
rapidly due to expansion
nationally, however, Russia's
trade grew more slowly due to
the fact .that it is landlocked,
while Japan is wide open
seaward.

royal families intermarried
with othr European royal,
families.
Japan, however, has no
historical ties with the west and
was largely unknown to the
west until more recent times.
A Jesuit priest visiting Japan
in the 16th century said, "it may
be truly said that Japan is a
world the reverse of Europe.
Everything is so different and
opposite, they are like us in
practically nothing."
Japan did not begin to reflect
western tradition until the mid
19th century when rapid
modernization started, and
degree of social and political
mobilization was greater than
in Russia.
This move toward westernization was reflected in better
communications, a larger
volume of domestic^ trade and
more and better trained
bureaucrats and the disposal of
the central government.
"From a social and political
position the Japanese were
more highly developed than the

Arlington's 9-Hole Course
Expands For 18-Hole Golfing
BY DIKTKR CARLTON
Staff Writer
Many students are probably
not aware that Eastern houses,
as part of its recreational
facilities, an 18-hole gold
course. Arlington Golf Course,
located on East Main Street is
open to all students seven days
a week.
Although it is that time of
year when the cold weather
inhibits playing, it is well to note
that the course it there. As a
matter of fact, not is the time t
write those letters to Santa
Claus, perhaps asking for a
brand new set of clubs.
Arlington Golf Course had
just recently grown to an 18hole, 6600 yard course. Steps are
being taken to outline the
fairways. Trees are being
planted at strategic locations to
make playing on the course
more challenging. Another saddition to the course will be a
complete water system. This
system will be diesigned for
drinking fountains at each tee
and for water obstacles as an
added challenge.
To play on the course students
must pay a $200 gree fee. This
fee is good for the entire day.
Saturdays, Sundays, and
TOWNE CINEMA

holidays, students must register chased from Colonel Shirley
before twelve noon t play on the Castle at the University percourse. Semester registration sonnel office in the Jones
tickets can be purchased for Building.
$20.00
For those students also aren't
With this ticket, students can
very
good golfers, they can
play on the course at any time
during the semester by merely easily learn to play. L. Delmer
presenting their I.D. cards and Hammner, Arlington's golf pro,
the ticket to the gold pro each teaches lessons by appointment
time they wish to polay. The any day between 10 a.m. and 4
semester tickets can be pur- p.m. Mr. Hamner, who is part of
Eastern's staff, has been a
member of the. Professional
Golfers Association since 1941
and the Greens Keepers
Association since 1954. He is
also a member of the Golf
(Continued From Page One)
Course Superintendents
year classes will celebrate their Association of America.
reunions during homecoming.
Five other classes celebrate
their reunions on Alumni Day
each spring.
The
EKU
Economics
Department will sponsor a
reception from 10:30 a.m. until
noon Saturday in the Burrier
Building for Home Economics
alumni and friends.
The Alumni Association will
sponsor a reception in the
Herndon
Lounge of the
University Center from 4:30 to
5:30 p.m.. after the game.
The Wesley Foundation will
hold a luncheon at 11:30 a.m. for
interested alumni and friends.

Homecoming

Cold War
Reflecting his opinion on the
subject of the Cold War, Dr.
Black said, "when trade and
production are regarded as
more important than the ability
to kill people, in evaluating
countries, Japan is regarded as
more or less equal to Russia."
"...it is currently feasible to

say that Japan will join the
U.S., Russia, China and Europe
as the five great powers in the
next generation or two."
In drawing conclusions, Dr.
Black said everything they did
was made possible by what they
had when they started.
Generally speaking, change
comes slowly, as Russia's
change from 80 per cent
agrarian society to 30 per cent
agrarian, over a period of a
century.
Both Japan and Russia had,
in their traditional heritages an
effective government, permitting them to borrow from
the west without becoming
colonies and the capacity to
borrow.
The traditional Russian
culture was founded on the
Byzantine, with the center of
the Greek Orthodox faith in (
Constantinople. It was easy for j
them to switch from the
Byzantine to western. They
were simple "changing their
foreign model."
Following his talk, Dr. Black
entertained questions from the
audience, and finally, thanked
the members of the conference
for mentioning his book and
added, smilingly, that it is
available in paperback edition
for $1.65, placing it within the
financial grasp of nearly
everyone.

Nursing Chairman Chosen
Regional Representative
Points could be acquired
Mrs. Charlotte Denny,
chairman
of
Eastern's through
workshops,
indepartment of nursing, was situations ,
courses,
and
chosen as one of the Ohio Valley meetings. If within the time
Regional Medical Program's prescribed by law the nurse has
representatives at the National not met the point requirements,
Association for Continuing she would have to take a
Education's Conference in liscensing exam again or lose
Denver, Colorado.
her license.
Along with
five
adAt Eastern Since 1967, Mrs.
ministrators from across the
Denny
received her B.S. from
country, Mrs. Denny received
New
York
University, her M.A
instruction on how to phrase
..
|
from
the
University of Ken
requests for federal grants.
Those attending the conference*! lucky, and is presently working
also discussed the role of con-' on Her doctorate at the
tinuing education in nursing. At University of Kentucky,
the present time only one state,
California,
requires
nurse
to show
registered
of
continuing
evidence
education.
Mrs. Denny expressed concern that unless nurses in
Kentucky were required to
continue thier education by law
it could lead to "unsafe practices."
She further commented that
"it would be nice if people would
keep-up-to-date voluntarily, but
the truth of the matter is that
they don't." A solution to the
problem, as she sees it, would
be legislation
requiring a
nursing graduate to acquire a
fixed number of "points" within
a set number of years after
graduation.

Photo by Ken Griffin

Steppin'?
A CLASSIC SPOT on the campus beautiful, the
ravine attracts visitors all year long, but
especially in the autumn. Two young boys found
the millstones were good for more than just seats

as they jumped from stone to stone. Some entrances to the ravine have been blocked this year A
by the newly constructed fences.
M

J

Two Forensic Team Members
Capture Highest Ratings
7
Two members of the Eastern
Forensic Team earned excellent and superior ratings last
weekend in a tournament
sponsored by Jefferson State
Community College in Birmingham, Alabama. Receiving
awards in delivery, reasoning,
and analysis were Janice
Lamarr, and Richie Kendall.
Twenty-two schools in the states
of Alabama, Florida, Kentucky,
Louisiana, and Missisippi
competed.
"Our team shows excellent
potential," said Forensic team
adviser, Professor Max Huss
commenting on the performance. He stressed that all
members of the team this year
are beginners "total beginners"
and thisyear will be a "learning
period."
Huss
has
tentatively
scheduled twelve tournaments
for the team this season. The
next one will be held November
7th. Members of the debate

team will travel with Professor
Huss to Appalachian State
College in Boone, North
Carolina.
Other members
of the
Forensic team will travel to
the Ohio University
in
Athens, Ohio accompanied-by
Professor Dan Robinette for
competition in Individual
events.
Forensic
covers many
aspects of public speaking.
Students on the team can debate
or participate in individual
events. Some of the individual
events
include:
extemporaneous speaking, after
dinner speeches, oral interpretation of prose and-or
poetry, impromptu speeches,
and ten minute oratory, a ten
minute persuasive speech.

"I don't see how you can get
through life without it." said
Huss in reference to thevalue of
learning how to speak well. ;
"Everything in the world today1,
is
communication-concept
oriented."
He went on to add that being a
member of the Forensic team
requires "effort and dedication/',
to perfect skills and the"1
reasoning process." It is open to ,l
all students and Professor Huss
stressed that no previous ex- •
perience isnecessary. Anyone,, >i
interested should contact him..pi
Eastern will host its own(^
speech tournament this spring.
It will be the second Bluegrass
Invitational Tourney. Last,
year schools from Alabama.i
Kentucky, Mississippi, and Ohi<
attended.

Holiday Pastel
Classics, by

BOBBIE
BROOKS

SAT. ft SUN -1:30-7:25-9:10
TONITE AT 5:35-7:20-9:05

"The
A genuine horror tale with a
Strange tWiSt. -Mim Wolf. Cue Maguine
1

The Other. You'll walk out of the
theatre with mice
set of goose
,
bumps...cirilling... -i<»isaim,9fl6,OUpw i«*

V»

,e don 1 reveal
the secret ot

Skeifched are several Separates
troftr this fabulous grdup

■"**»

shirt 45 per cent * L^ng sleeve printed floral
polyester 35 per cent cotton. 5*13

The Little House

Sleeveless acrylicJcnit V neck vest...34-40
Low-rjse pants 32" reg. 100 per cent acrylic
double knit. Sizes 5 to 13

20O>/2 sdlJTH THIRD STREET

^
1D

\
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Hassle' Maternal

Berea Clinic Offers
services. The atmosphere is
one of people working together
for the good of the community
by providing a program of
planned parenthood."
Located at 122 Masin Street.
Berea, the clinic is staffed by a
physician-in-charge and accredited assistants. It is fully
equiped
for
medical
examinations.
counseling,
instruction, demonstration, and
routine Family Planning services. Hours are 10 a.m.-12
noon and 2 p.m.-4 p.m. Monday
through Friday; with a 7 p.m. -9
p.m. schedule on Thursday
nights.

BY USA COLLINS
Slarf Writer

"Had I known about the
Berea (Mountain Maternal
Health) Clinic, I might well
have been spared the anguish of
an abortion. That I did learn of
it in time to receive counseling
and abortion information is a
consolation.
Without their
genuine concern and understanding the situation could
have proved traumatic. Their
no-hassle counseling was invaluable to me."
The above statement was
made by a 19 year-old Eastern
Counseling Offered .
coed who underwent
a
therapeutic abortion a few Regardless of age, marital
weeks ago. She is now under the status, or sex the clinic offers
guidance of the Berea Mountain the following procedure:
Maternal Health League for Patients are taken anytime
further check-ups and advice on during the set hours without
further use of contraceptives. appointment (due to the large
number of patients the clinic is
She continued, "I strongly handling, appointments will be
recommend the clinic to any necessary after Nov. 6).
Women requesting a conman or woman in the county
who is in need of any maternal traceptive receive a physical

Hospital Management
Holding Conference
Beginning yesterday, the
seminar in "Management
Techniques" for Hospital
Supervisors, launched the first
of three sessions at Eastern.
The conference is scheduled to
continue throughout today and
tomorrow in the Jaggers Room
of the Powell Building.
"Hopefully this seminar will
enable the administrative staff
to do a better job," commented
Larue Cocanougher, Dean for
Continuing Education.
The
seminar is sponsored by the
Division
of
Continuing
Education at Eastern and the
Kentucky Hospital Association.
According to a bulletin issued
by the Division of Continuing
Education, the seminar is "a
concentrated program designed
lo help the supervisor impoove

his leadership skills. It is aimed
primarily at the first and
second
level
supervisor
manager aspect."
This October programs will
cover general problems encountered in the supervisory
developement of hospital
personnel as well as situations
in other fields.
Thus far, Dr. Emogene M.
°gg. professor of business
education and office administration has presented a
brief lecture on the "Morale and
Discipline among Employees."
Other items on the agenda for
the remainder of the conference
are: "The Supervisor's Role in
the Health Facility," "Communications," "Decision
Making,"
and
"Group
Dynamics."
H

that includes a pap smear. A
"Students are in a better medical matter that should be
staff worker discusses the position to arrange rides and handled through a student and
various methods with the car pools. We regret having to her physician.
patient and upon arriving at a do it that way. At this point
Ellendale also has a Crisis
Telephone
Service (622-2241)
decision as to what would besLact as a catalyst in providing
which
runs
Monday, Thursday
suit the individual, the patient^Eastern students with our
receives either ' oral con- services until other facilities and Friday from 8 a.m. to 12
p.m., Tuesday and Wednesday
traceptives, IUD, diaphram, are available for students.
condoms, or foams and creams. MMHL wants to help the from 8a.m.-2a.m.,and Sundays
Dan
Condoms are available for a students get organized so that from 6 p.m.-12 p.m.
they can have their own service Wiggins, a graduate student
dollar a dozen.
Other services
include and we will give every effort we CTS volunteer who has had
crisis line experience on
abortion counseling and in- can to help."
Acting as a_ catalyst another college campus said
formation, sterilization (with a
$50 contribution towards it from in the promotion 67 family that the first thing he asks a
the clinic for the needy), in- planning services to all persons woman who claims that she has
MMHL will a problem pregnancy is "if she
fertility referrals, side cell desiring theni ,
support students in their efforts is sure she is pregnant."
anemia tests, and for patients
to have these services offered at
"I have talked to a number of
under the Family Planning the University.
girls in that situation who have
Program, premarital blood
Abortion Information Available had intercourse maybe two
tests.
Any
student
needing days before and are frantic.
Marie Wheeler is a Madison
pregnancy
counseling
has
four You've got to deal with their
County MMHL Outreach
alternatives;
one
of
which
is feelings. First of all be sure she
Worker. Her job includes going
Ellendale
Counseling
Center.
is pregnant and then find out
from door'to door to educate,
Judith
Brown,
a
staff
counselor
how she feels about it." He went
transport and follow up on
said
that
all
emotional
factors
on
to say that the program is
recruits for the program.
of
the
individual
are
considered
relatively
new and that they are
"We
(MMHLt will do
and
that
they
try
to
help
the
presently trying to set up a
workshops for any dorm or
referral program.
organization on Eastern's student understand what
campus if jenough people alternatives are available.
Names Kept Confidential
"We consider everything in
request it.
We did some
Another alternative is the
programs last year but they the life of the girl," she comStudent Association pregnancy
mented,
"academically,
were mainly for classes. Just
information line, 622-3695,
set up a time with the dorm socially, and emotionally, the
which refers women either to
whole
realm
of
the
person.
It
is
director and we'll be there."
Berea
MMHC
or
a matter of working through the
how the girl feels. We don't play Lexington's Planned ParenPoor Recieve Priority
"Anybody with a problem is God and say you do this or that. thood.
Jane Smith , SA presidential
welcome at Berea.
All the We don't have the answers but
secretary,
commented that the
when
we
can
honestly
and
proceedings are confidential. If
openly
look
at
the
problem,
we
line
is
"not
interested in the
any staff member is caught
name"
but
only
in helping the
can
help."
giving out information on a
person.
She
gives
the caller's
The
Counseling
Center
will
patient they are fired first and
number
to
the
female
senator in
supply
abortion
information
asked questions later." Before
charge
of
the
service
or gives
after
extensive
consideration
of
any patient's records can be
the
caller
the
senator's
number.
the
individual
situation
between
released from the clinic, the
She
said
that
sometimes
"guys
individual must
sign
a the student and counselor, and
call"
and
that
she
sometimes
the counselors will discuss
statement to that effect.
various
birth control methods handles the calls herself
Until last week a bus was
directly through the Student.
available to transport students with students who so desire.
Association office.
Miss
Brown
stressed
that
it
is
a
to and from Berea. but because
it was purchased primarily for
low income Madison Countians,
the
bus
had
to be
discontinued. Brenda Harris;
Field Office Director commented on the situation. "Due
to the time restraints on clinic
Sigma Epsilon Initiates
hours, we have to give priority
Phi Mu Phi Officers
to low income women who need
Twenty-one
members were
Phi Mu Phi, EKU's newest
transportation.
initiated into the Sigma Epsilon
social sorority, have elected
chapter
of Sigma Delta Tau
their officers for the year. The
English
Honorary
Sunday night
officers are Jo Ann Jeffers,,,
g)
at
the
Arlington
Country
Club.
President; Judy Schneider,
This
is
the
second
year
of
Vice-President; Debbie Begley,
existence
for
the
honorary
at
Reporting Secretary; Dorothy
EKU, and it is advised by Dr.
Patterson, Corresponding
Robert Burkhart and Dr.
Secretary; Sharon Stephens,
Dominick
Hart.
Treasurer; Susan Kenny,
Dr.
Gordon
Browning was the
Membership Director; Cheri
guest
speaker,
speaking to the
Norris, Provisional Meminitiates
and
members
on the
bership Director; and Karla
isolation
of
the
English
major.
Strong, and Kathy Stephens,
Among
the
initiates
was
Dr.
Panhellenic Delegates.
Odell Hill, Professor of English,
who is an honor initiate of
Halloween Party
EKU's chapter.
All students are invited to a
Students initiated were Janet
Halloween masquerade party at
Aydt,
Gloria Barger, Cynthia
the
Wesley
Foundation'
Casey,
Jennifer Daniel, Connie
(Methodist Student Center) at
Deaton, Robert A. Doughty,
6:30p.m. Monday, Oct. 30. The
Jacqueline George, Barbara
Foundation will also have its
Getman, M. Ann Gregory, Bill
annual Homecoming luncheon
Hays, Ruth A. Hays, Darrell N.
at 11 a.m. Saturday at the
Hovious, Terry Hite, Terri
Center. All students planning to
Insko, Jo Ann Jeffers, Janet
attend should have their money
Mattingly, Alice Montgomery,
in by Wednesday.
Linda Powell, Lucy E. Sheilley,
Carlis E. Turner, and Sharon
Zimmerman.

For the financially secure
student another consideration
would be a private doctor.
Locally fees vary from about
$15-18 for the physical required
before oral contraceptives are
prescribed, sometimes with an
additional lab fee. Pap smears
are in the $6 range. Due to the
work load Richmond's doctors
have, an appointment set up
weeks in advance is usually
required.
Limited Personnel
"We are willing to help,"
commented the nurse who
declined to be identified, "but
we just don't have the personnel
The load got so heavy we just
had to quit. We do refer them to
MMHC when they call. We have
asked Eastern for funds to hire
another nurse but they will not
do it."
"Isn't it better to take a few
pills and stay in school than to
have to drop out because of an
illegitimate child? If one state
school can furnish contraceptives, why don't others?
UK does it, Morehead does it,
whether you are single or not,
why can't Eastern?"
On page 1 of the July 27, 1972
issue -of the Progress; the
following statement was
reported to have been made by
the Board of Regents.
"In
response to a request from
Charles Kelhoffer, president of
the
Eastern
Student
Association, that the University
make birth control devices
available to students, the Board
adopted the following policy
statement:
Those students who choose to
defy the laws of the commonwealth and to ignore the

basic tenets of organized
religion with regard to
promiscuous sexual behavior
have the option, as citizens, of
availing themselves of the
counsel and jervices of a
private physician or a public
health agency, both of which
have the legal authority of
prescribing birth control
devices." The campus infirmary follows the above
administrative policy.
According to a registered,
nurse employed at the Madison
County Health Clinic. 10-15
women from Eastern were
coming to their weekly
maternal clinic per day until
students were cut from the
program early this fall. The
only service involving the
reproductive system available
to Eastern students from the
county clinic is concerning GC
(veneral disease) cases.

'An Individual Thing'
"Family life is a large
segment of what life is about,
from dating to marriage, and
pregnancy is part of the overall
picture, but contraceptives are
an individual thing," said
Dean
Myers, "We (the
administration) feel it is a
personal health problem."

Two Eastern Students
Featured On Radio
Two Eastern
students,
Charlie Abner of Ricetown and
Bob Babbage of Lexington, will
be panelists on the program
"Campus Viewpoint" produced
by Radio Station WHAS,
Louisville:
.Abner, a senior political
science and sociology major,
will participate in a show
scheduled for 7:35 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 26. The topic for
discussion will be "The Welfare
Problem."
Babbage, a senior political

science and journalism major,
will take part in a show
scheduled for 7:35 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 2. The subject for
debate will be "The Rights of
Women."
Panelists are expected to
compare attitudes and campaign statements of the major
political parties relative to the
topical issues.
The programs may be heard
at the previously listed times on
WHAS Radio, 840 on the AM
dial.

ORGANIZATIONS

HOMECOMING
DOUBLE HEADER
LAYERED
LOOK

Meditation Lecture

Everyone is invited to attend
lectures on transcendental
meditation as taught by

MOTION PICTURE
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

October 26

Lieutenant and Finance Officier
of PR's, said that sales have
been better this year, and that
this year's mums are better
quality than the ones in the past.
They are also selling for less
than they did last year.
The money received for the
mums will go toward sending
the PR's to a national drill meet
in Myrtle Beach, S.C., and to a
Panhellenic Council
drill meet in New York. While
The Panhellenic Council in New York, the PR's will also
invites all freshman and upper- take part in the St. Patrick's
class women to register for Day Parade.
The PR's Suicide Squad and
spring semester rush. A booth
will be located in the grill area the Valianette Precision Drill
of the Powell Building Oct. 30, Team, (coed affiliates of the
31, and Nov. 1 for girls to in- PR's), will take part in
Homecoming
dicate an interest and ask Saturday's
parade.
questions.
For further ' information, call Pam Kiddoo,
Car Wash
rush chairman, at 2318.
A car wash will be held
Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Pershing Rifles Sell Mums
at
the
Enco
Station behind
The Pershing Rifles are
Frisch's.
The
car
wash is being
selling mums again this year
sponsored
by
Kappa
Delta and
for homecoming. Sales will
Phj
Delta
Theta
pledges
and
continue through Saturday.
will
cost
one
dollar.
Students may purchase
Rush Information
mums for $2.00 in the basement,
of the Powell Building, 9:15
A rush information booth will
a.m. - 5:15 p.m. today and be set up outside the Powell
tomorrow. Saturday, they will Center grill October 20, 21, and
be on sale before the game at November 1. All freshman and
various spots on campus.
upperclass women interested in
Dale
McNeely,
First spring rush will be able to sign
Maharish Mahesh Yogi. The
preparatory lecture will be
Thursday, Oct. 26, at 7:15 p.m.
in the Adams Room, Wallace
Building. Steve Cox, a teacher
for Students International
Meditation Society will speak.
The course will begin Saturday.
Checking will be after the introductory lecture.

THE RED TENT
(G) Historical
Arctic Adventure

BUY ANY 2
AND
GET '1.00
OFF PURCHASE

Halloween Movie
TKE's are sponsering their
annual Halloween movie Friday
night at 11:30, after the Roberta
Flack concert. There will be no
admission charge. They want
to stress that the movie,
Scream, Scream Again is rated
M, for Mature Audiences.
IF your organization has news of interest to the
EKUcommunity, please send it
in to the Progress office, Jones
417, >n care of Ken Gullette.

YORK'S HAIRSTYLING

Thursday

Sean Connery, Peter
Claudia Cardinal*

up for rush at the booth from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. each day.
The booth will be manned by
EKU sorority women, and its
purpose will be to inform the
v/omeri'about formal rush and
to give the' sororities an
estimate of the number of girls
interested. Co-eds signing up,
however, will not be obligated to
rush in the spring.
Louie Nunn To Speak
Republican candidate for
Senator Louie Nunn will be on
campus Friday visiting from
4:30 to 6:00 and will speak at 7 at
the High Dollar Warehouse.
For information call David
Peters, chairman of the College
' Republicans.

e
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^TTUlfC
SHOP 3

Finch,

• • • • •_#
October 31-Tuesday

York

John

THI HOUSE
THAT SCREAMED
(GP) Horror Drama
Hallowe'en Special!!
Lili Palmer, John Moulder
Brown, Christina

V

Gilbo

• •••••

Specializing In Shags & All The Latest Styles

November 1, 2, 3, 4-Wednesday

SPANISH

THE FRENCH CONNECTION
(Ri. Crime Drama

WEDNESDAYS"<AN Professors & College Students)
ents
(2 PaysrJn Advance)

-•,

ftii*rtwM>«». »-•*> i-oBianc'o,
Fernando Rey

290 S. 2nd St.
NEXT TO WALLACE'S

Award-A
Thriller

"THE CLOTHING STORE WTIrkTHE YOUNGER
PERSON IN MIND"

When commenting on a
proposal of setting up dormitory
family planning discussions,
Dean of Student Activities, Dr.
Thomas D. Myers, said that he
hoped to think that "our
counseling center would be able
lo provide it."
He also stated that SGSP 281,
which all Eastern students are
required to take, has an
adequate
section
on
reproduction
and family
planning.

BANKAMERICMD
welcome

Tense,

Terrific

Selected Short Subjects
All Program i
Ticket Office Opens 7:30 P.M.
Show Starts •:00 P.M.
Admission 7Sc
Children (Under 12) SOc
BEGINNING NOVEMBER 1
TICKET OFFICE OPENS
7:00 SHOW STARTS 7:30

<

. V ^v, • ■ w*» — Mi "
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.8: BU-._7.nn. PM
Saturday 9:00 AM. -4:00 P.M.

Eastern By-Pass
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\
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Uses Script Formation

Maroons Perform
'American Salute'
The Marching Maroons will
begin their Homecoming
festivities with their participation in the annual
Homecoming parade, Saturday
morning at 10 a.m.
J.C. Lawson, Marching
Maroons Director, did not wish
to announce the tunes the band
would be playing in the parade,
but stated that the band would
be led through the parade by
eight herald trumpets.
The pre-game show Saturday
afternoon, will follow the pattern of other pre-game shows,
but the feature number will be
"Happiness Is..." The Queen
and her court will be escorted to
the throne during this number.
The half-lime show will begin
with a fanfare entitled
"American Salute." The band
will proceed with their drill to the
tunes of a medley, "62-67,"
which includes "Georgie Girl,"
"Penny Lane," "The Stripper,"
and "Midnight in Moscow."Rod
Green, feature twirler for the
Marching Maroons, will perform a fire rope and fire baton

Band Adds New Dimension
It is half-time at an Eastern
football game. The band is
massed in a large square
around the 25-yard line. Suddenly, they begin playing the
school fight song. The DrumMajor, in his tall, bearskin hat,
begins a curving march out of
the square towards the croud,
and the other musicians,
majorettes, and colorful flagbearers follow.
Then, as if written with a giant
invisible pen using humans for
ink, the word "Eastern" appears in flowing script across
the field. Impressive? Very.
Unique? Eastern's is the only
band in Kentucky, and one of
very few in the nation, that
writes, rather than spells, its
school name on the field.
This script "Eastern" is but
one of the intricate maneuvers
performed by the 177-member
"Marching Maroons." Under

routine to Roberta Flack's hit
"The First Time Ever I Saw
Your Face."
The show will then continue
with the theme from Archie
Bunker's television show,
"Those Were the Days.," The
Smile Face, which has shown up.
all over the country on
sweatshirts and car bumpers
among other things, will be
formed to the tune of "Put On A
Happy Face.'"Those Were The
Days," will again be used as the
band moves into a formation
that will feature Kandy Clay,
feature twirler. She will be
performing to the sound of the
"Theme From Mod Squad."
"My Old Kentucky Home"
will be played by the band and
with the help of the Little
Colonels Drill Team, the band
will form the School Flag. They
will also form the the United
States flag during the playing of
"America."
Half-time festivities will end
with
the
playing
of
Tchaicowsky's "Overture
1812."

Wes Is Still
Around
—

By Ken Griffin

Sound Off! 1

»

Fan Shows Loyalty
BY DANNY MASDEN
Staff Writer
A University's biggest sports
fan is probably thought to be a
faculty member, student or
administrator. However, at
Eastern it is quite a different
story.
The colonels most avid fan
cannot be found in an office or a
classroom, but he probably
knows as much about Eastern
as anyone. Wes Eades has been
more than a fan, in fact, he's
been like a guardian angel to
Eastern's teams over the past
30 years.
Eades interest in sports
started when his two sisters
played basketball during the
twenties in Union City, Ky.
Eades explained, "I've grown
up in a sports,,family. I always
h, watched my .sifljteps/.play
basketball and kept up with the
highschool teams in the
county." He added, "I never
understood the rules very well,
but by watching the games I've
caught on.
Although his
formal
education doesn't extend
beyond eighth grade, his
weathered face and slumping
posture are evidence of 62 years
of hard work. Eades stated, "I
was on the verge of going to
high school when I had to drop
out and help my father with our
farm."
Having never missed but one
game in thirty years, Eades
explained the reason for his
record attendance, "I'm just
really interested in sports."
Eades seldom attends any away
games, "I sometimes get a ride
with friends. I used to hitch
rides but since they've built
those new highways, it's hard
and kinda dangerous to get to
the games."
There is no doubt that Eades
has seen teams come and go. He
said that the most exciting
games were when Eastern
played the University of
Louisville and Western. "Back
then there was a lot of excitemenf. When they played U
of L thofe boys would just play
their hearts out." Eades also
showed regret that some
players just don't measure up.

"You get good players and
they show a lot, but some
just
don't
show
their
ability."
He described Eastern's
sportsmen as "awful good
players, tough, flashy ball
players." Some of Eades'
favoirte players include Dayrl
Dunagan Billy Burton and
George Bryant. "Those boys
could play on any team in the
country."
When talking about coaches
Eades said, "Back in jthe 50's
Tom Samuels and Glenn
Presnell had some real;football
teams." He also expressed his
admiration for Roy Kidd,
"Coach Kidd is a fine coach. He
has just had some bad luck with
his boys getting injured." Wes
added, "We've had some good
winning teams and players but
each year the sports field gets
begger and tougher."
i
In comparing the sports fans
of old to those of today, he said
"When I first started coming to
games they weren't but about a
thousand people in the stands. It
kept growing and now I gues
they fill up the house every
time." Although the number of
fans has increased, Eades still
questions their interest. A lot of
people don't see the game
because they're always in and
out or they just sit back and
talk. I get kinda excited, I try to
sit there and pull for 'em to
win."
Eades also showed disappointment in the number of
people that never go to the
games. "A lot of people always
have something to take them
away from the games, but I
haven't found anything yet to
keep me away."

plan a special program for Homecoming, but
always strive to provide the campus with
something extra in halftime entertainment.

HEARD ABOVE THE SOUNDS.Band Director
John C. Lawson uses a bull horn to give instructions in the Colliseum parking lot at band
practice. The Marching Maroons, 177 strong,

Homecoming Marks 45th Year

Twenty years of football and
basketball games is alot of
tickets and one may wonder
who could afford such an interest. Eades explained that
years ago one of the coaches got
a pass for him. "Three years
ago it was stolen but they all
know me now/aira just let.me
in." Some students may think
this is a little unfair that Eades
be let into the games free but
after thirty years of support it
seems to be a just desert.

BY KATHYGALLAHER
Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered
when the first Homecoming at
Eastern was held and what it
was like?
Have no fear. We will now
turn the clocks back in time, to
see.
For those of you who do not
remember, the first Eastern
Homecoming was Nov. 12,1927.
This Homecoming was declared
as the official "Homecoming
Day for the Alumni." Fifty to
one hundred alumni were expected. That was a crowd in
those days!
The game was between
Eastern and Louisville and
Louisville proved to be the
victor. During halftime the
marching bands of both schools
performed on the field. There
was no parade or queen that
year. However, a dance was
held in the basement of Burnam
Hall.
During WorloY War II, with a
low
student
enrollment,
Homecoming almost faded
from the scene. With the end of
the war, though, Homecoming
again became a popular affair.
In 1953, Homecoming expanded into a two day event.
That year the first Friday night
pep rally was held. It was
followed by a snake dance into
town.
Also that year, Ernie Durham
was named the "unofficial
Homecoming King.
In 1954, for the first time, an
honorable mention was given to
two Homecoming Queen candidates.
Homecoming crowds kept
increasing in numbers wvery
year, as evidenced by a crowd
of 5,300 in 1960. In the game,
Easterern fought to a scoreless
tie with East Tennessee.
As the clock moves quickly

ahead in time, we come to 1966.
The
theme
for
that
Homecoming
was
"The
University Year." It rained
that year, however, this did not
dampen the spirits of Peggy
Mannen, who reigned as
Homecoming Queen.
In 1968, Louisa Flook was
crowned queen. Since then, she
has gone on to win the Miss
Kentucky title. Also.that year,
Eastern defeated Murray. The
game was followed by a dance
with B.J. Thomas performing.
October 25,1969, was the next
Homecoming. This year was a
heartbreaker as Western
defeated defeated Eastern 27-26
on a last quarter touchdown.
Attendance at the game was
20,000 people, the most ever to
see the Colonels play in Richmond.
Deborah Lynn Cox was
chosen queen during halftime of
the game. After the game, a
semiformal dance was held
with the Exiles providing the
entertainment.
"You've Read It In The
Newspapers" was the theme of
the 1970 Homecoming. A
semiformal dance with Sirs and
Brass was held Friday night to
introduce the 15 Homecoming
Queen candidates. The next day
Peggy Cotten was crowned
queen.
Early Saturday morning, 31
floats participated in a parade
through Richmond. Later that
afternoon Eastern proved
victorious over Murray 17-7,
while a crowd of 22,500 people
looked on. That night, a concert

z

\
with the Friends of Distinction
was held.
In 1971,25,000 people attended
the Homecoming game only to
see the Colonels go down in
defeat to
the
Western
Hilltoppers 16-7. During halftime, Marie Covington was
chosen to reign over the
ceremonies.

<3U3Z.fU.
Center <5Soard
presents

'rfcomecaming

Bisotli's

\

Restaurant
Home of

7:30 P.M.

1
\

Big Brother 1
I

s

®£tober V

the

vs. BOSTON SHAMROCKS
»
*

the direction of Mr. John C. spectrum of musical ideas.
Lawson, the band performs at "There are innumerable ways
all home games at Hanger of interpreting happiness with
Field, as well as making an music, but we have chosen a
occasional away trip with the few which we think will be
relevant."
.football Colonels.
The band will be honoring 'the
"The most important part of
any performance is the music," Classes of 1962 and 1967 with
said Lawson. "From the music music from those years, giving
comes the theme of the show, a musical salute to the new Law
and from this theme comes the Enforcement Building, and
various drills and formations making a confirmation, with
we will be using. It is very patriotic music, that "Hapimportant that a good mixture piness Is...America." Lawson
of both drill and formation work also promised something difbe included. With an over- ferent for Saturday.
The Marching Band is open to
balance of either, you lose
all
students for membership. Of
audience to the hot-dog stands."
its
177 members, about 50 are
Basically, drill refers to
non-music
majors. It requires a
whenever the band is moving,
lot
of
practice
time with
while
formation
means
physically
tiring
marches,
but
whenever it is standing still.
The theme for this week's most members agree that when
Homecoming activities is a particularly good program is
"Happiness Is" " This theme given on Hanger Field, it is all
provided Lawson with a broad worth it.

of\

,

MONDAY
NOVEMBER 6,1972
**

Alumffl tOLISEUM
CvsttrB I>nturkv lUiwar^&t,

*

PLUS FABULOUS
HALFTIME SHOW
Tickets '4.00-'3.50-'2.50
Available at: University Bookstore and
Bursar, University Business Office

CfuUm%$JL students & .
00
U(leJSofQnterAJM.^drJr2
- ■„ -1

Strawbwrry
I

H

HOMECOMING CANDIDATES TO SE TOSBHtD K 7:30

- ,

*

'
>1

Os*n • «.m. to 12 p.m.

1
1'

uw

*.-*W»

)Y.,

TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT CASHIERS
WINDOW- cmiS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING-

*>:"

>'■••..
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A lot has happened since last year...

Cmptimadi ej

State Bank &
Trust Company
•

Two Convenient Locations
Member FDR 8 Federal Reserve System
Campus Plaza

Dreams Came true...

s

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI!

Jifc

r

McDonald's
u
LI*
485 Eastern By-Pass
Park Fountain

Chapel Spire

»»i

C(MKf>CufC€Kte 0(

7/«
BANK OF RICHMOND

<

<«•««•«»

BLUEGRASS HARDWARE
S&T No. 1

First Federal Savings
and Loan Association

IJwi COH '"Bank" OK lb

■«»>««««

of Richmond

See us for your Homecoming favors
*

University Shopping Center

Sororities-We have your mascots

200 East Main

*

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY4

Main Street

Member R.D.I.C.
_.!,*■'--..'.

* -

** '*"• ••

l ■'

8

.-■> -'■••

I **
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• -
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These Richmond merchants hepe yea enjoy year Homecoming Weekend
*
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So look around at Iho now campus sconos
Best of Luck to the Colonels

Mr. Hughes

Miss Hood

Madison
National Bank

Mr. Presnell

Some familiar faces retired.

TIONS
Main Street
& Water Street

•

Member FDIC & Federal Reserve System

200 & 214 West Main St.

Metis Clothing & Shoes

SAYS

GO BIG
Law Enforcement Traffic Safety Center

Some new Horizons were born...

F

11

GOLDEN RULE

Hove a Happy Htmecminql

South First Street

GOOD LUCK COLONELS

J.C. PENNYS

IMadison Flower Shop)
•

*

•
1

Main Street

•

See us for all your
flower needs

THOMAS FURNITURE CO.

j
j

Big Hill Avenue

Corner at 1st Street & Water

400 East Main

RICHMOND GREENHOUSE
ft FLOWER SHOP

"See us for your furniture needs"

I
•

.

Westover Avenue

BILL RICE
INSURANCE
1T2 Bis Hill Avenue

4T

=»fce

-.

.-:

i&&f*H

.»• '

Main ft Madison

& M DRUG STORE

623-1601
1

HINKLE'S DRUG'S

■ ■? sjRr? --.*■■

i"»
>

'■»

;•;?.:

•

-J

■

* - V

n v.- ">

?* v*.* '"-

W

and will come and visit them wherever you are in town.
r*

s

X
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Kickoff Set For 2 p.m.

Improving Murray State Invades For Homecoming Showdown
BY JOHN NELSON
Staff Writer
The Colonels, after coming off
two straight losses, should be
emotionally high and ready this
Saturday afternoon when they
meet another old rival-the
Murray Racers.'This year's
homecoming theme is "Happiness is" and the Colonels can
make their fans happy if they
can come up with a badly

> i conference
...r
...;
„_ .i,„
needed
win over
the
Racers.
Kickoff time for the contest at
Hanger Stadium will be 2 p.m.
Murray will be looking for their
second conference win as opposed to three losses. The
Racers have a 2-4 overall record
compared to Eastern's 4-3 and
2-2 conference mark.
Racer coach Bill Furgerson
said before the season started
that he was optimistic about his

nHnnciim potential,
n.ii.inliil and
;mri so
Sll far
offensive
his ground game has left little to
be desired. The defensive unit
lost a lot of good players from
last season, and Furgerson
commented during preseason
that , "our defense won't be as
large as in the past few seasons,
but they'll be quick and
aggressive."
Murray's rushing game has
been its main offensive weapon
this year even though it suffered

chatfprinO blow
hlnw rllirinB
nrp.m for
fnr fi"ichpr'«
I.ast
ai shattering
during preup
Fisher's ahwnpp
absence. -Last
season workouts when tailback year Greenfield started the last
Rick Fisher was sidelined for eight games at fullback and
the season with an injury. gained 616 yards, and this year
Fisher holds all of Murray's as a tailback he's been even
rushing records and last year he better. He currently leads the
was named the OVC's "of- OVC in rushing with 711 yards
fensive player of the year" for an average of 118.5 yards
when he gained a total of 1078 per game (four yards per
carry) and last weekend in the
yards.
However, George Greenfield, Racers' victory over East
a 5-11, 199 pound senior Tennessee he had a great day
tailback, has adequately made with 177 yards gained in 29
carries. This performance
earned him this week's "OVC
offensive player of the week"
award.

Hobble At QB
At the quarterback position
will be 6-2, 180 pound freshman
Mike Hobbie. Hobbie has taken
the place of sophomore Tom
Pandolfi, who was injured early
in the season. Hobbie has
started for the last three games,
and against Middle Tennessee,
he showed great poise under
pressure when the Racers
scored on the final play of the
game on a 35-yard pass from
Hobbie to tailback Don Clayton.
They barely missed on a twopoint conversion pass tht would
have won it.
Bill Farrell and Doug Baker

urn Murrav's
are
Murray's tioht
tight Ptlds
ends this
season. Farrell is a 6-4'2 junior
who started all last season and
caught 11 panes for 282 yards
and scored three touchdowns.
Baker, a 6-3, 210 pound
sophomore, was a punter and
back-up quarterback last
season, but he has proven to be
a solid performer at his new
position.
At wide receiver will be
Scotty Crump, a 5-11, 178 pound
junior. He caught six passes for
170 yards and three TD's last
year.. Backing up Crump is
tailback Don Clayton, a 6-2, 1%
pound sophomore. Clayton
caught the final play touchdown
pass against Middle Tennessee.

lA

■_• fl

K_.

^1

Stanley , Menendez Anchor Line
Senior Jerry Stanley,
and
sophomore Tony Menendez will
be the Racer defensive tackles.
Stanley is th animal of the pair.
He has exceptional speed, good
height, and loves' to hit.
Menendez has the brains and
the technique to do the job well.
At linebacker is "old
dependable*" Bill Fryer, a 216
pound senior. He got this
nickname last year when he
was one of the leading Racer
tacklers.
.

Photos By Donald Wallbaum

EASTERN QUARTERBACK Jeff McCarthy throws into the
teeth of a strong Western pass rush during last Saturday s OVC
battle at Bowling Green with the Hilltoppers. Attempting to
provide pass protection for McCarthy is Colonel center Larry
Kaelin (66). Defense dominated the annual clash for the second
straight year as the Toppers groundjmt j> 10-0 victory.

Pass Defense Shines

Colonels Try To Snap Losing Streak

Photo by Jim Shepherd

DESPITE A fierce rush by Eastern defenders OHo Hughes (56),
Harvey Jones (55), and another unidentified player. Western
punter Gary Mears (15) gets off this boot during last Saturday's

,

Eastern-Western battle at Bowling Green. The Colonels return
to action this Saturday at 2 p.m. when they take on the Murray
State Racers in this^ear.'s hjomecoming tilt at Hanger Field.

11

Coach Roy Kidd's Eastern status for Saturday's game is
Colonels will be trying to snap a still uncertain.
two-game
losing
streak
Joe Washington, EKU's
Saturday when they host
senior
tailback, played with
Murray State in EKU's
bruised
ribs and was able to
Homecoming game. The conpick
up
98
yards in 24 carries to
test is slated to start a 2 p.m. at
lead Colonel ground gainers in
Hanger Field.
the contest. Fullback Dick
Straten added 26 yards and
Murray, 2-4 overall and 1-3 in quarterback Jeff McCarthy
the Ohio Valley Conference, has netted 21.
won two of its last three games,
including an impressive 17-6
The Colonels were limited to
victory over East Tennessee just 153 yards rushing, as
last week.
compared to WKU's 210.
"We're 'gbtng^-tor: have to However, Eastern's defense
bounce back because our op- yielded but 35 yards through the
ponents don't get any easier. air to Western, pilfering two
Murray has been playing good passes to stop WKU drives.
Eastern's John Revere,
football lately and will be a real
tough Homecoming foe," Kidd freshman split-end, topped all
receivers in the game with four
said.
catches
for 38 yards.
While Murray, was defeating
"We seemed to move the ball
the Bucs, Eastern was losing a
10-0 decision to Western Ken- good from the 30-30 yard line but
tucky, dropping the Colonels to just could not penetrate to put
any points on the scoreboard,"
2-2 in the conference.
Kidd said.
Eastern played the HilltopDefensively, the Colonels
pers without the services of the
were
led by tackle Ron Campleague's top pass receiver
bell
and linebacker Stan
(split-end Larry Kirksey) and
Roberts.
Campbell, who was
-rusher
(tailback
Alfred
filling
in
for All-American
Thompson). Both players were
candidate
Wally
Chambers who
nursing injured knees and their

had a shoulder injury, collected
11 tackles and six assists, while
Roberts had seven tackles and
five assists.
The 10-0 shutout marked only
the second time in the last six
years Eastern had been
*». The
,.,^ Colonels
—- were
—
blanked.

Murray tailback George
Greenfield, who'll be in action
against Eastern in the
homecoming game here this
Saturday afternoon, has been
named this week's OVC "offensive player of the week."
Greenfield, a 200 pound senior
from Owensboro, won the honor
for his rushing effort in the
Racers' 17-6 win over East
Tennessee last Saturday. In
that game he carried the ball 29
times and gained 177 yards,
scoring one touchdown. He also
took over the conference lead in
rushing with a season total of
711 yards (118.5 per game).
Western's" defensive end,
Brad Watson, has won the

1 #ljmj g>al* Starritiraa*
"ANNOUNCES
'1

The Wicked Witch of the West
will arrive Thursday Night at the

ONLY

U SHOP SALE WAREHOUSE

BETWEEN 7 P.M.-10 P.M.
She has to bay a halloween sift for her favorite warlock.
Look what she has to choose from
FOR THE MEN:
'

with this coupon

11 A. M.-3 P.M. Everyday

SUITS
«
SPORT COATS

....As Low As....$34.95
.%.:??.??.
NOW.-'49.99

FOR THE WOMEN:
DRESS SHIFT
From/.:.$1.99-$9.99
ELEPHANT CUFF BELLS.S!?:/.iSR
Only...$ 11.99

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

-*
\

V

SKIRTS...-,.
.
vt.........Ssve to...... ou /o
SME 50%. .;
on the Blazer o* your. Choice
PLUS *!£! n®.m!« SISGE^fUMPKIN BROW TO THE U SHOP ■, \

»r
— „■

«-.-

i

STORE HOURS:

*%*»#%

AA.

-

212 WATER ST. "Si" SET PHONE: 623-9674
SS
EASIERN BY-PASS

i

623-6000

Tickets fqr the Homecoming
game are still available at the
EKU Athletic Ticket Office in
Alumni Coliseum. Tickets are
Mkcd B *4 2o each-

Greenfield, Watson
Named Players Of Week

THE

SNACK BOX & A LARGE COKE

involved in a 0-0 contest with/
Eastern Michigan last year.

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

"defensive player of the week"
award for his play against
Eastern last weekend. Watson,
a 220 pound senior from
Russellville,' made eighteen
individual tackles, five of them
in the backfield, against the
Colonels. He also blocked a punt
for the game's only touchdown.
Eastern's Joe Washington,
Ron Campbell and Greg Kuhn
were also recognized by the
OVC for outstanding performances last weekend.
Tailback Washington gained 98
yards in filling in for the injured
Alfred Thompson, defensive
tackle Campbell played his best
game with 11 individual tackles
and six assists, and offensive
tackle Kuhn turned in another
sparkling blocking effort.
OVC statistics this week show
Eastern fifth in overall offense
and fourth in overall defense.
Although he sat out the Western
game Thompson continues to
lead the league in scoring with
48 points, and he also stands
second to Greenfield in rushing
(Continued On Page Twelve)
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Especially For Quarterbacks

'Gentle Giant' Chambers Causes Enemy Nightmares

WALLY CHAMBERS is known as a nice guy- except to enemy
quarterbacks. The 6-6, 250 pound Colonel defensive tackle has
attracted the attention of scouts from almost every team in the
National Football League, and chances are'good that he may
be a high draft choice.

Saturday's Probable Starters
MURRAY •
Offense
25-Jeff Votaw
77-Charlie Carpenter
63-Rodney Pickering
52-Mike Perry
60-Joe Glorioso
74-Mark Norrid
88-Bill Farrell
12 Mike Hobbie
41-George Greenfield
32-Bob Marshall
80-Scotty Crump
MURRAY
Defense
91-Joe Echert
90-Jerry Stanley
70-Tony Menendez
94-Malt Shappert
61-Bill Fryer
^ 55-Bruce Farris
f" 33-Adrian Wolfe
20-Pat Hagarty
43-Larry Brock
28-Mike Tepe
«
nii40-Paul:Coltharp

EASTERN
Offense
20-John Revere
70-Tom Reid
69-Ralph Coldi ron
66-Larry Kaelin
68-John Rogers
77-Greg Kuhn
86-Ed Carnvale
19-Jeff McCarthy1
30-Alfred Thompson
31-Dick Straten
21-Frank Brohm

SE
LT
LG
Q

RG
RT
TE
QB
TB
FB
FL

LE
LT
RT
RE
LB
LB
LB
LB
CB
CB
S

EASTERN
Defense
83-Joe Evans
78-Wally Chambers
72-Ron Campbell
85-Tim Kinduell
55-Harvey Jones
61-Stan Roberts
65-Rich Thomas
51-James Croudep
24-Jackie Miller
16-Alvin Burch
13-Jay Graham

o.vc
W LT
OPP
TENNESSEE TECH
0
6
98
WESTERN
1
4
2
0 90 58
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
1
5
1
1 151 93
MOREHEAD
1
2
3
1 141 161
EASTERN
2
4
3
0 105 72
EAST TENNESSEE
3
1
4
0 93 122
MURRAY
3
2
4
0 80 85
AUSTIN PEAY
4
1
5 __0 58 137
LAST WEEKS OVC SCORES THIS WEEK'S OVC GAMES
Murray at Eastern, Hanger
Western 10, Eastern 0
Field 2 p.m.
Western at Morehead
Tennessee Tech 28, Morehead Middle Tennessee at Ball State
Tennessee Tech at UT Chat17
tanooga
s
Murray 17, East Tennessee 6 Arkansas (Monticello) at
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee 24, Austin East Tennessee at Appalachian
State (night)
Peav (»

BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer
If you were a halfback for a
football team and met a guy
named Wallace Chambers in a
cafeteria or theater, you'd
think, "Gee what a nice guy, he
wouldn't hurt a soul." But if you
saw him across the line of
scrimmage, you'd tell >our
quarterback where "to go cram
the ball because I'm not running
it."
Wally Chambers is a 6'6" 255
pound defensive tackle who has
gained the love and admiration
of an entire campus. Everybody
screams with delight when
Wally "lays it on someone"
(that someone screams also,
except not with ecstasy).
Wally went to Mt. Clemens
High in Michigan. Mt. Clemens
lost one game in Wally's junior
and senior years, but
unfortunately Wally never played
much because of
injuries.
Luckily, (for EKU, though) he
didn't get much attention from
bigger schools. He turned down
an academic scholarship to
Michigan State after visiting
Eastern and decided tp come to

Richmond.
Chambers lettered as a freshman and has started the last
three years. He gained All-OVC
honors as a sophomore and
junior and was honorable
mention
All-American
also. Wally runs the 40 in 4.8 and
has the intelligence to always
give his blockers a hard day's
work. In an early fall issue of
The Sporting News , Wally was
ranked as one of the nation's top
four defensive tackles. For two
years in a row he's led the
Colonels in tackles and assists.
Therefore his teammates
elected him captain of the
defensive team for 1972.

York Jets thinks, "Wally has an faced is Paul Krause, an Allfrom
Central
excellent chance to be a first- American
round draft choice." This will Michigan, with whom he locked
mean a lot money-wise.
horns a few weeks ago.
Admires Page, Lilly

Wally says he would like to
take on the qualities of Alan
Page and Bob Lilly and mold
himself after them. He enjoys
getting the quarterback more
than anything else. He has
never scored a touchdown in his
entire football career, and if he
scores one during the rest of the
season he says, "the ball will
definitely be thrown into the
stands." So if Wally scores, you
fans be prepared to move out of
Contacted By Pros
the way because won't lob it up
there.
Wally has been contacted by a
His biggest thrill as a Colonel
scout of every pro team. Charlie was his second varsity starting
Mackey of the Super Bowl assignment against East
champions,
the
Dallas Tennessee in 1970. This game
Cowboys, says "He has all the was one of the best he's ever
things we look for-great size, had. He kept pressure on the
he's very strong and he runs quarterback all day, sacking
well. He's a very active him behind the line several
defensive lineman. We are very times. The best quarterback
interested in the young man. I he's seen since being in the OVC
think he has a future in pro is Dave Schaetzke of Morehead.
football." Ed Biles of the New The toughest lineman he's ever

Injuries Plague Colonel Gridders
BY JIM SHEPHERD
Staff Writer
Eastern's football depth chart
once resembled a deep concerted effort to put the best men
in the best positions possible.
Now, however, the chart best
resembles a list of survivors
from World War III, as injuries
have bitten deeply into the
Colonels.
A total of 10 of Eastern's
starting players are either out
for the season or injured
severely enough to be doubtful
starters in the homecoming
battle Saturday against Murray
State. Each position looks like a
list of injured, with the exception of a few who are lucky
enough to only be partially
disabled.
Among the injured this week
are key players on both the
offensive and defensive units,
and not least among them is the
big man of the defense, Wally
Chambers. Chambers injured
his neck against an earlier
opponent this season and saw
little action in last week's 10-0
loss to arch rival Western.
The defense has been
weakened in three other spots
as Otto Hughes, hard hitting left
inside linebacker, was lost for
the rest of the season with
a knee injury, for which he has
recently undergone surgery. A
knee injury has also removed
Junior Hardin from the
probable starting lineup, and
because of this Eastern has lost
a starting defensive tackle and
kickoff man.
The offensive unit is no less
riddled with injuries, especially
in the backfield, as star tailback
Alfred Thompson is a doubtful
starter with a knee injury and
his backup Joe "Scooter"
Washington is hampered by
sore ribs. Fullback Dick Straten
is a question mark also in the
backfield after suffering a
concussion against Western last
week.

The position of split end will
again be without the serivces of
Larry Kirksey, out this week
nursing a strained knee suffered earlier this season.
Injuries to Tom Reid and Ralph
Coldiron, while not serious
enough to put them out of
commission, will further
hamper the effectiveness of the

positions of quick tackle and
quick guard, respectively.

Wally's major is physical
education. He plays basketball
and ironically he loves to see the
little men like Calvin Murphy
and Nate Archibald exel in this

ie

Wally Chambers is a gentle
giant who is a quarterback's
nightmare when he dons his
football uniform. If you suddenly came up on Wally in a
dark alley late one night, don't
be the least bit afraid, unless
you happen to be a quarterback.

t/>

The fresh-crusted,
thick-cheesed,
extra-saucy kind
from

I'M
$

loo OFF

|

o
V9

I'M

50* OFF

«/»

On Any Pizza
$
1.« or over

On Any Pizza
*2J5 or over

EASTERN BYPASS

EASTERN BY-PASS

623-2264

623-2264

UNDERSTANDING COUPON • UNDERSTANDING COUPON

Eastern will be favored
against Murray, but with the
team so riddled with injuries
Homecoming 73 may resemble
more the theme "Injuries Are,"
than the theme selected
for this year's festivities.

Cbmplett Optical Stnr/ct
to Central Kentucky

mm
inn

Sinn 1923

NOW OPEN!
Old First Federal Building
West Main Street
Rjffimond, Kentucky

Dial 623-5098

JCPenney
We know what you're looking for

Men's
double knit slacks.

CHARLEY'S
CAR WASH
ADDED BONUS!

FREE!

I This Coupon. Now T

1972

Carnaaba) APPLIED TO YOUR
■eaetlfles

Mta'ieiLatiei':

Prelects

Peaetretes

SUITS :

ft

I

Ladies' Hah !

DRESSES;

89*

SHIRTS
laundered
to perfection]

5 FOR
99*

One HOUR
i

t

Your roommate throw your last
brown apple out. And you can't find
those animal crackers you stuffed
under your bod last month. And the
glutton across the hall decided to
finish off your ontiro pack of
Halloween candy.
That's why I'm horo. Mo, a vary
understanding coupon.

CAMPUS SPECIAL

49*

(classical).

UNDERSTANDING COUPON • UNDERSTANDING COUPON

STUDENT and FACULTY

SLACKS
PANTS
SKIRTS
SPORT
COATS

big man's sport. One of Wally's
favorites is his own teammate,
little Joe Washington, who
amazes him with his skill and
finesse though not very big. To
relax, Wally has a tremendous
interest in music. He likes all
kinds- Harold Melvin (soul),
Chicago .(rock), B.B. King
(Blues) and Henry Mancini

Big Hill Avenue

DRY CLeanees
'< v

75

.-**«-,-

THURSDAY « FRIDAY ONLY.
311 WEST MAIN STREET
DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE
PLEASE PRESENT ID CARD WITH GARMENT
eeee ee e
KNITS should be DRTCLEANED by PROFESSION* .S

GG!P

05

Rag. 13.00. Men's double
knit belt looped twill
pants. With flare leg,
and western pockets.
Penn Prest* in waist
30-42.

-Sale12

Reg. 15.00. Fancysiaefc*
of polyester double knit.
Wide bett loops, flare leg
and western pockets.
Men's waist sizes 30-42.
Sale prices effective
thru Saturday.

Richmond, Kentucky , U.S. 25 South

Use These Or Any Other Aute Authorized Credit Car*

\
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Scouts Have Been impressed

Colonels' Miller Eyes Pro Future
BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Editor

alternated at linebacker. He
decided to come to Eastern
because he wanted to get away
Eastern's Jackie
Miller |from home and liked EKU when
must be one of the most un- he visited.
derrated players in the OVC.
A Tough Position
Being on a defense with players
like Wally Chambers, Rich
Thomas, James Croudep and
He says playing defensive
Mike Nicholson, one should back is one of the ^hardest
expect to be overlooked.
positions because "you have to
Miller doesn't seem con- be quicker than the reciever
cerned that he hasn't made all- because he knows what he's
OVC or any similar honors. going to do and you don't."
Probably the reason Jackie is
Jackie must be a little quicker
not concerned is because the because he hasn't been burned
handful of people that haven't for a TD by an opposing
overlooked him happen to be receiver since against the 1970
professional scouts. Pro scouts Middle Tennessee game. He
come to EKU to see Wally, doesn't have a great number of
naturally they happen to see interceptions, because quarother players, and one that terbacks don't throw his way
catches their eye is Jackie very often. Why throw when
Miller.
your reciever is covered like a
Jackie is a senior from Miami bedspread?
(Fla.) Killian High where he
starred in football, basketball,
Kick Blocking Specialist
and track. He has started since
One of Jackie's specialties is
his sophomore year at cornerback, and as a freshman he a knack of blocking place-kicks.
BY PAT WILSON
Staff Writer

There's Still A Chance
MURRAY: Slow start, finishing fast.
EASTERN: Good start,v mid-season slump,
trying to regroup.
That's just about how you'd have to evaluate the
seasons that the two opponents in this year's
homecoming game are having so far. This
Saturday's clash between Murray's Racers and the
Colonels will match two clubs that seem to be going
in opposite directions.
The Racers got off to a horrible start this year,
losing four of their first five games, but lately
they've been getting tougher and tougher. Two
weeks ago they nearly pulled a big upset over one of
the league's better, teams, -Middle Tennessee
(losing by only one point) and last Saturday they
knocked off East Tennessee's Buccanneers, a team
which defeated Eastern earlier this year.

Last year he blocked a field
goal try against Western and
returned it over 60 yards for
Eastern's only points.
He
always lines up on the wide side
of the field and biows_ past the
blocker. Last Saturday, he got a
finger on the field goal by
Western's Steve Herron that
provided Western a large
enough margin.

each other in one on one
practice. Now Jackie has had to
face freshman John Revere
also who's just as tough.
P.E. Major

Jackie is a p.e. major who
enjoys his spare time. During
the winter he plays basketball
intramurals for 7-11. Last year
he started on a.7-11 team that
was runnerup in the independent
class. Music and
Interception Biggest Thrill
women are his two biggest
When asked about his biggest hobbies. Jackie likes El Chicano
thrill as a Colonel Jackie and Donny Hathaway and as he
recollected an 84 yard return of says "When it comes to women
an interception against East we (me and Joe Washington)
Tennessee as a sophomore. love to play."
When he plays pro ball Jackie
said he would prefer man-toman coverage rather than zone
Wally Who?
defense.
For those of you people that
Who is the toughest he's ever
had to guard man-to-man? overlook a good thing, take a
"Larry Kirksey, no doubt about look at number 24 in the maroon
it I'm just glad he's on my jersey against Murray this
side." Miller, Kirksey, and Joe Saturday. After watching
Washington have had a "pride Jackie Miller for a few plays,
thing" where they like to outdo you're liable to say Wally who?

Photo oy Dan Quigg
JACKIE MILLER, Eastern's senior cornerback shown here in
action against Western last Saturday, has been a mainstay in
the Colonels' defensive backfield for the paast three seasons.
Although many pro scouts visit Eastern to get a look at AllAmerican candidate Wally Chambers, Miller has attracted their
attention also.
'
,,—.,
■

Baseball Squad Splits
In Fall Season Finale

Meanwhile, the Colonels will be trying to come
back after losing for the second straight time last
Saturday. They got off to a fine start this year,
unlike the Racers, by winning four of their first five
but the back to back losses to Central Michigan and
Western have dropped them to a 4-3 overall mark.

B.Y PAT WILSON
Staff Writer
Eastern's fall season finale in
baseball ended with happiness,
although the Colonels lost the
first game of a twin bill to
Morehead 7-2 at Turkey Hughes
Field last Friday. Howie
Roesch, a junior lefty from
Hamilton, Ohio pitched the
finest game of the season for
Coach Jack Hissom's charges in
the nightcap, a 3-0 shutout.
Roesch struck out seven
batters walked three and gave
up one hit. It came in the third
inning when an Eagle batter hit
a slow dribbler past the mound
and barely beat second
baseman Donnie Williams
barehand scoop and throw.
Roesch
mixed
pitches
beautifully, using a slider, offspeed curves and a blazing
fastball.
In the sixth inning of Roesch's
masterpiece Eastern provided
the only defensive excitement of
the game. Dave Theiler led off
with a double and Ken Blewitt
drew a walk. Gary Williams
then bunted perfectly and the
pitcher threw to third and
Theiler was safe easily. Ron
Davidson hit a grounder to the
~

The loss to the Hilltoppers put a big dent in
Eastern's title hopes for 1972 and just about
finished any chance of winning the conference
outright. But there's still a chance for them to tie
for the crown, and the way the race is going it's a
pretty good chance.
Tennessee Tech, which is unbeaten in league
play, undoubtedly is in the driver's seat now, but
Eastern can still tie them if they can beat Tech on
November 4 and Tech loses to Middle on November
18. Two other things have to happen too, though:
the Colonels have to win the rest of their OVC
games and somebody will have to beat Western.
So, Saturday's contest is still an important one
for Eastern.
Hopefully the Colonels will have the services of
Al Thompson and Larry Kirksey against the
Racers, both of whom had to sit out the Western
(Continued On Page Thirteen)

-DlltZ
WESTERN QUARTERBACK Leo Peckenpaugh (10) was
almost the victim of a blitz on this play as he releases his pass
just before pounced upon by oncoming Eastern linebacker «
Harvey Jones (55, in white). Moving in to help Jones is

!

Photo by Jim Shepherd
Eastern's Stan Roberts (61, at right). The action took place in
the Colonels' annual clash with the Toppers last Saturday afternoon in Bowling Green which wa? won by Western 10-0.
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Before The Concert....
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After The Game....

OVC Stars

,

Chicken
Steaks

Pizza
Spaghetti

• 623-5400
.W.

vV.j*^

110 South Second Street

(Continued From Page Ten)
with 676 yards for an average of
. 112.7 yards per game'.
Colonel receiver Larry
Kirksey is tied with Middle
Tennessee's David Stewart for
the OVC pass receiving
'*'
leadership. Each has caught 24
passes, but Kirksey leads in
' pass receiving yardage with 392
yards.
Eastern quarterback Jeff
McCarthy ranks third on the
league passing charts with a
completion
percentage of 47.7.
i Photo by Jim Shepherd
He's connected on 52 of 109
attempts for 692 yards and one I
Also moving in from the other side is Colonel end Tim Kinduell touchdown. Thompson and
(85). The EKU defense was tough all afternoon but the McCarthy also rank fourth and
Hilltoppers managed to grind out a 10-0 victory.
fifth, respectively, in total offense.

P'V

ANYTIME IS THE TIME TO
ENJOY

UIYTPTZZA
I PALACE

Wrestlers Start

Eastern's wrestling team has
begun practice for its 1972-1973
season which will begin next
month with a home meet
against Miami University
The season will include five
home matches which will pit the
matmen against Miami of Ohio,
University of Tennessee
(Chattanooga,) Notre Dame,
University of Evansville,
Morehead University,
Wilberforce University, and
Xavier University.
Other
matches will pit them against
such teams as California Slate,
and the University of Cincinnati. % The team will also
compete in the Cleveland State
Quadrangular Tournament in
Cleveland, Ohio, in addition to
i the NCAA Eastern Regional
Qualifier and hopefully, the
NCAA Championships in
Seattle.
The wrestlers, coached by
Richard Achtzehn, posted a 9-3
season record last year.

-' *
»;;*•*

shortstop who forced Theiler at
home. Tim Williams line out to
the second baseman who attempted to pick off Blewitt back
at third and overthrew for
Eastern's first run. Then Gary
Chanley singled to right field to
bring home the other runs to
make the final 3-0.
In the first game Morehead
got only eight hits but Eastern
pitchers walked nine batters,
always giving Morehead hitters
someone on base. Eastern could
gel only five hits, thus losing 72. The Colonels ended the fall
season with an 8-9 record.

The Big Rush
EASTERN DEFENDERS Joe Evans (left, 83), James Croudep
(51), and Rich Thomas (65, flying through the air) put the heat
on Western quarterback Leo Peckenpaugh as he attempts to
pass in last Saturday's Eastern Western tilt at Bowling Green.

He wants the big
things in
your life to,
be happy.
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Field Hockey Team Starts Off Well
To say that Javene Young is
Imodest would be an understatement. "We're a young
Iteam," she said. "We've only
Igot two seniors. We practice a
llot."'
Javene is the first year coach
lof the Eastern women's field
Ihockey team. When she made

Games can end in a tie in field
hockey...take away a few
seconds and Javene's "young
team" would be undefeated.
In one contest, Miss Young
played the second unit the
entire game "to give them some
experience and a Chance to
play" and they won handily.

those cautious remarks, in the
truefashionof a coach, her girls
were fresh from a 2-1 victory
over Indiana University.
Now the team has a 4-1 record
and the lone loss was a 3-2
setback on a goal with three
seconds left in the game against
the University of Kentuckj

V- /

In addition to the win over IU,
victories have come at the
expense of Centre College, 6-2,
Berea College, 6-2, and Tr.ansylvania University, 6-1.
Remaining on the schedule are
the University of Louisville and
the Kentucky State Tournament
the weekend of Oct. 28.
Gives Assistant Credit
Miss Young gives part of the
coaching credit to Ellen Johns,
a graduate assistant coach from
Whippany, N.J., whom she says
has been a valuable aide in shaping the team's success ihi:
season.

1

Members of the starting unit
are Michelle Barondick, a
sophomore from Lebanon, Pa.;
sophomore Ginna Gohmann and
freshmen Linda Ruf, Dianne
DeMoss and Peggy Eaver, all of
Louisville; Cindy Knight, a
junior from Hackettstown,
N.J.; Barbara Lisehora, a
freshman from Millsboro, De.;
Cindy Pearse, a sophomore
from Stow, Mass.; and juniors
Jan McNulty, Lee Patrick and
Pat Rebold, all of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

V

A

s-\

it

The women's field hockey team at Eastern is sporting a 4-1
record with one contest left before the Oct. 27-28 Kentucky State
Tournament. Members of the team are, in front from left,
manager Kelly Stanfield of Flemingsburg; Lee Partick of
Cincinnati; Adrienne McNally of Lancaster, Mass.; Karen
Hill of Fairless Hills, Pa.; Jan McNulty and Pat Rebold, both of
Cincinnati; Dianne DeMoss of Louisville; Becky Couchot of
Englewood, Ohio; Ginna Gohmann of Louisville; Michelle
Barondick of Lebanon, Pa.; Dianne Dunlap of Cincinnati; and

manager Debbie Young of Danville. In back are Cindy Knight of
Hackettstown, N.J.; Peggy Weaver, Linda Ruf and Barbi
Kibler, all of Louisville; Barbara Lisehora of Millsboro, Del.;
Karen Kolesar of Cincinnati; Kathy Brothers of Versailles; Lee
Ann Thurmond of Corbin; Geri Wise of Frankfort; Terri
McGuire and Jo Ann Henning, both of Louisville; coach Javene
Young; and graduate assistant coach Ellen Johns of Whippany,
N.J. Absent from picture are Linda Small of Warfield; Cindy
Pearse of Stow, Mass.; and Vera Rodgers of Louisville.

Photo by Dan Quigg

Ouch!
Eastern's Ron Campbell (72), Otto Hughes (56),

COLONEL SAFETY Jay Graham (13, in white)
and Western running back John Embree (44,
dark jersey) have a head on collision on this play
during last Saturday's game at Bowling Green
won by the Hilltoppers 10-0. Moving in are

and Tim Kinduell (85). The Colonels take on
Murray's Racers this Saturday afternoon at 2
p.m. in the homecoming game.

RICHMOND

DRIVI-IN THEATRE

Gross Country Team
O]

towtfi on UJ. 15
-H». 4M-17U

tf

NOW ENDS SATURDAY

Whips Cumberland

NEW FIRST RUN
AQNES MOOREHEAD

Dan Maloney, Eastern's
I sophomore cross country whiz,
posted a 23 minute, 26.6 second
time over the Arlington Country
Club course on Saturday to lead
line Harriers to a 23-36 win over
(Cumberland Coolege. The time
[while being the best of the day,
[set a new course record for the
|4.5 mile course, which is
described by Coach Art Harvey
is_;'gruelling."
„,M w_._
The harriers, in defeating the
runners from Cumberland, also
defeated four runners from
Somerset. Eastern placed three
runners in the top five: Dan
Maloney, Tom Findley, and Bob

Moffett for first, third an 1
fourth places, respectively.
Other runners placing for the
Eastern runners were as
follows: Jerry Young, 7th;
Randy Chadwell, 8th; Lee
Gordon, 9th; Bill Sampson,
10th; Tony Rowe, 13th; and Jim
Dostalk, 14th.
Saturday the team travels to
Cincinnati for a six mile run
against a Cincinnati team
described by Coach Harvey as
"very tough and extremely
tough to beat." The team will be
trying to boost their record
from 2-1 to 3-1 in dual meet
competition.
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(Continued From Page Twelve)

game. A team can't help but miss a player like
Thompson but Joe Washington, who filled in for
him against the 'Toppers, played a super game.
Washington, who wasn't even supposed to play
because of some badly bruised ribs, picked up 98
yards rushing.
Besides Washington's performance, the only real
bright spot last Saturday for Eastern was the play
of the defense, which was great as usual. Western
was stopped cold all day and didn't manage a
touchdown until their defense scored one on a
freakish play near the end of the game.
Some fantastic battles have taken place in recent
homecoming games here. There was the tense 1414 tie with Western before an overflow crowd in the
old stadium in 1967; a narrow 21-20 victory for the
Colonels over Murray in 1968 when they were trying
to hang onto the OVC lead at that time; and the
spine-tingler in 1969 when Western edged the
Colonels in the waning seconds 27-26 in the first
homecoming game in the new Hanger Stadium.
This one could be another.
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LOVE OBJECT"

When this 25-year-old researcher
wanted to investigate a possible cancer tit
we gave him the go-ahead.
We also gave him the right to fail.
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At Kodak, it's not unusual for a 25-year-old like Jim
Carroll to win the title of senior research physicist. Like any
company involved in a lot of basic research, Kodak has felt
the pressure of modern technology and the need for young,
fresh thinking. So we hire the best talent we possibly can,
and then give them as much responsibility as they can handle. Whatever their age.,'
'
t
i
We have departments and divisions, like any company.
What we don't have are preconceived ide"a* about how an
.«v^.sriot)ti,!t,stin>p ;sh/wW>v -<s«»nt'Sn vlncn we received
a request irom tne Tueoic*> vw^---'*"^ -— uaautyai^jn ex-^
' perimenting with lasers as'a'possible cancer treatment, we
turned to 25-year-old Jim Carroll,'who is deep in laser tech-

nology, and gave him the go-ahead. He built two half-billion
watt laser systems, one of which Kodak has dorfated to the
National Institute of Health.
The lasers prpved unsuccessful in treating cancer, but
we'd make the same decision all over again. We entered laser
technology because we have a stake in business. We let a
young researcher help the medical community look for a
means'of cancer treatment because we have a stake in the
future of mankind. ;""*■■'.
" ■.. ., To putit another way. we're in business to make a
profit But in* f.urlnef^f. ofcjp** ^CZiumm^-^L ~C# ~*££Z?£i *
thered society's."After all;our business depends on our soci- ■
ety. So we care whaj happens to it.

f*
RICHMOND

-Kodak

More than a business.
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Fashions Reflect Simplicity And Individuality
BY FAWN CONLEY
News Editor
Each year, football games seem to bring out
new fashions, especially the Homecoming game.
This event gives everyone a chance to wear that
special outfit they have not been able to wear
anywhere else.
This year, at the Murray-Eastern
Homecoming game, fashions will be simple and
individualistic with many reflecting the influence of the 1940's. One will see anything from
blue jeans and smocks to long dresses and suits
to the layered look
Smocks Worn For Comfort
LeUs take those smocks first. They have
become the big thing when it comes to comfort.
They can be worn with almost any kind of slacks
and skirts. Some of the better looking smock
outfits consist of a print smock worn over a color
coordinated long sleeve turtleneck sweater and
matching slacks.
The smocks not only give a girl comfort in
movement, but helps some girls look better since
they cover up the body quite a bit.
For those girls who want to wear something a
little more dressy for the game yet appear
casual, there are all kinds of good-looking pants
suits available. The casual suit will also take
care of the matter.
These suits are made up of good looking skirts,
or slacks The skirts and pants will be matched
with the blazer, 'which has made a fantastic
comeback over the last couple of years.
Blazers have shown up again after being
ignored for quite a while by the fashionconscious. Now, however, they have the new
shawl collar as well as the more traditional style
jacket collar.
Sweaters to be worn under these jackets range
from the bubbletop blouse that was popular last
spring to the crew-necks that are coming back
into style. The plain blouse neck is also returning
to the fashion scene.
Layered Look Has Taken Over "
Skirts and sweaters will constitute a big part of
the fashion parade that will appear at the football game. The more popular of the sweaters now
are the little vests that help to create the layered
look, which has almost taken over the fashion
scene this fall. These can be worn over the shirt
with the big collar and sleeves to come up with
one of the great casual looks.
By mixing and matching the colors of an outfit,

a girl can come up with outfits that are very
classy.
Dresses are appearing again on the fashion
. bandwagon in many different styles, yet they are
always the simple styles: The controversy over
length of the dresses appears to have died down,
with most designers pushing their fall fashion
lengths to the knee and leaving them there.
This fall, dresses have puffed sleeves, gathers
and smock type styling, which will undoubtedly
help many girls to cover up the flaws in their
figures.
School Girl Look Is Back
The school-girl look" is the big emphasis by
noted designers.. Mothers are wailing over their
daughters wanting to wear clothing they "had
worn " when they were children because they
"didn't hetve any choice."
Many of the dresses displayed in store windows also have the tie belts that little girls used
to worry about keeping neat until they got to
school. Other styles that are beginning to be
popular are thse which accent the waist, with
gathering. These dresses, however, should be
left to those who have a waist. Those girls who
have more in that area than they should should
try something else.
For evening dress, (and daytime, too for those
who like to look elegant for no special reason) the
long dress is still making a great hit. Long
dresses are showing up in almost every kind of
material and color, but are disigned in soft,
simple styles.
Shawls are the thing to wear with that long
dress. They are being made in every style and
color, sometimes to match a dress, sometimes to
contrast with it. They are coming in the
triangular shape, the long rectangular shape
with fringe around the edges or in styles that can
be worn like sweaters.
Coats for the game (should they be needed)
come in all kinds of styles which are very appropriate.
One of the coats that has come into style this
fall is the wrap around.. These coats are what
they sound like-they simply wrap around and
are tied with a belt. They have no buttons, zippers or snaps, thus resembling the coats that are
popular in the early 1940's.
Pea jackets are still popular with the college
set. They make great toppers for slacks or skirts
and sweaters and offer both comfort and warmth
for those who like to jump around at football
games.

Dress coats will come to the knee this year in
an attempt to get the dress and coat together.
Pant coats will probably center around the
middle of the thigh, but do not forget the midi
and maxicoats, which still look good over the
right combination of clothes.
Shoes and boots are a big part of the fashionconscious girl's wardrobe. The return to the
1940's can probably best be seen.in the styles of
shoes that are popular now.
The clunky heeled shoe has been a part of the
fashion "thing" for quite a while now and is
gradually giving way to the return of the pump.
However, shoe fashion is still characterized by
the rugged looking, more comfortable style.

.

Wedge Heel Takes Big Stand
Both round and square toes are fashionable
with the right type of clothing. The wedge heel is
also taking a big stand in the shoe department.
Multi-coloredl shoes and big heels are becoming
more and more numerous every day.
Lace-up shoes and those with ankle straps are
also widely seen on campuses all voer the
country. Knee socks are the latest thing with the
ghillie shoe and the bigger and wilder the design
of the sock, the better.
Saddle oxfords of the type girls wore to school
and cheerleaders wore on the sidelines of games
are coming back. They have bigger heels,
however, and blunt cut toes, as well as the
traditional round.,toed flat shoe.
Boots are made of every kind of material,
including the always good-looking leather and
suede, and furry materials. They tend to have
platform soles and wedge heels and come in
almost every color one can imagine.
Boot lengths vary this year from ankle to knee
length, depending on the appropriateness of the
rest of the outfit.
Colors this year include plum, all kinds of
brown and tan shades, greens, and blues, along
with reds and burgundy. The pattern for the
season is plaid, which will be seen in every
imaginable piece of clothing, including sleepwear.
The fashion scene for this fall is one of individualism, whether it is the every day sight of
blue jeans or the more elegant evening wear .
Clothes are color-keyed, simple and yet,
sophisticated at the same time. One will get a
better idea of all of this at the game Saturday, as
each girl adds her own touches to her outfit.

THE LAYERED look can be seen on almost
every girl everywhere. This young lady donned
her outfit for a trip to the library, but smocks,

both dressy and casual are becoming
appropriate for every occasion,

Ag Work Experience Programs Offered

Photo by Russell Tapp

PANTS AND a jacket, along with friend cat make for a nice
walk in the ravine. This eastern coed wears the typical college
girl's outfit as she strolls along. Many girls have taken up the

smock as a topper for their jeans and pea jackets or midis for
their heavier winter coats.

Eastern sponsors five types of
work.experience programs for
students of agriculture and
horticulture.
"These prdgrams are really
the heart of a technical
curriculum," according to Dr.
W.A. Householder, chairman of
the agriculture department.
He said Eastern is "just about
the only school in Kentucky
offering such a wide opportunity for students of
agriculture to gain actual experience in the jobs for which
they are studying."
The programs
include
supervised and directed work
experience, individual project
work, work scholarships, and
the Eastern institutional workstudy program.
Householder said, "We make
work-learning available to each
young man and woman who
chooses to specialize in horticulture or agriculture."
This summer 41 students
registered for supervised work
experience, a course offering
four credit hours and providing
new skills in the student's field.
They were supervised by their
employers and by Samuel E.
Whitaker, associate professor
of agriculture.
One student, Claudia Cruse of
Louisville who worked for a
Lexington florist this summer,
said, "I did greenhouse and
florist work, also meeting the
public in sales work. I think this
job could lead to a permanent
Job after I get out of school.
A Richmond senior, Edward
S. Sims, who worked at th
Frankfort. County Club, said, "I

don't think this summer's work
would lead to a permanent job
here, but it will lead to a job
elsewhere...Best summer job I
ever had...I did all the jobs
necessary to keep a golf course
in good condition."
Student Louie Wright who
worked for a Monticello,
equipment company as "job
foreman" with small motors. is
"permanently employed with
this
company
now-just
married."
Students worked as far away
from the campus as Knoxville,
Ft. Myers, Fla., Dayton, Ohio,
and the state of Washington.
Twenty six students are
working this fall in directed
work experience, also gaining
new skills. Some serve as
teacher assistants and others
have taken special jobs on the
EKU farm, nursery, and
greenhouse, or with a local
firm. Each is closely directed
by a professor in this one-hour
credit course.
Their work is performed in
ornamental horticulture, floral
design, dairying, ' farm machinery,
laboratory
experiment, and general farm
labor
For instance, Stephen Bailey,
a Harrodsburg junior, is
assisting with bookkeeping in
the parts department of a farm
machinery dealer.
Sally McKay, a Lexington
sophomore, is developing dairy
skills, and Deborah Robbins, a
Danville sophomore, is gaining
experience in floral design.
Under another course, a
special problems seminar,

me sprtraits-of thjee retired
Ea^errT faculty '^embers, will
be unveiled Sunday at 2 p.... "X.
jne Herhdon Lounge of the
Powell Building.
*'"!';♦,•■•
.The likenesses are to Be hung
in campus facilities named for
the faculty members.
Honored
in
Sunday's
excercises will be Dr. D. T.
Ferrell. whose portraits will
hang in the Ferrell Room of the
Bert Combs Building: Dr
Thomas Herndon. the Herndon
Lounge of the Powell Building.

and^ Dr. RE. Jaggers. .the
Jaggers Room, also in the
-TJSSH. building ,*j
.^

a*- kHerndon retired as ''doctoral degrees were earned at
Chaifnicm of the Department of George Peatedy College.
Chemistry in-1967 after teaching .. JVjfiN #* 'ZZ.'?' * -JTT." .*L '
Dr. Ferreii leyj.tu »r >»>r as nil thorfcKU faculty smce 1930. 'Eastern campus from mi-:*ak
director of extension .before
"Education.. He hacr served i%4? he also served as iCh'air-' leaving to-u'ork in the State
Eastern since 1927. including • man* of the Mathematics and Department of Education
three months as the acting dean Science Division.
where he became .Director of
of (he faculty in 1945.
Teacher
Training
andOverseer of the U.S. \Veather certification. He returned to
He holds the B.A. and MA.
degrees from Duke University, Station in Richmond since 1946. Eastern in 1952 and retired in
an M.A. from Teachers College. Dr. Herndon received the A.A. 1961 as professor of education
Columbia University, and the degree from Bethel College and and associate dean for graduate
Ph. D. from George Pea body the B.S. from the University of studies,.
Kentucky. His masters and
College for Teachers.
Dr. Jaggers holds the B.A.

Marching Maroons
To Lead Parade
Eastern will display some of
the pageantry of its 1972
Homecoming with a 52-unit
parade through downtown
Richmond Saturday morning.
The parade, leaving the
campus on Lancaster Avenue
at 10 a.m., will include seven
marching bands, led by the
Eastern Marching Maroons,
and four drill units.
The parade marshal! will be
Mrs. J. Lester (Nancy) Miller,
who retirted this year as
associate professor of library
science at Eastern.
The bands and the order of
their march are the Marching
Maroons, Madison Central High
School, Estill County
High
School, and Pulaski County
High School.
Accompanying the EKU band
will be the Little Colonels, a
coed drill squad, The Starlets,
another girls drill group, will

beauty by carrying the finalists
in the contest for Homecoming
Queen in the parade. One of
these will be crowned just
before the Eastern-Murray
homecoming game at Hanger
Field at 2 p.m.
Numerous floats sponsored
by EKU organizations will
carry
out
this
year's
homecoming theme, "Happiness Is..."

After passing the reviewing
stand near the campus on
Lancaster Avenue, the parade
will proceed to Main Street and
march through town to Collins
Street, then on to Summit Street
and to Madison Drive. The
parade will break up in the
Telford Hall parking lot.
Homecomers and friends will
register Saturday from 9a.m. to
1 p.m. in the Powell Building,
University Center, where buffet
luncheons w"ijl be held for the
and M.A* degrees frpm the dean of the" faculty, for Dr. accompany - the ' Madison 1962 and-1967 classes.
^
Central Band.
University of Kentucky and Jaggers.
Following the EKU-Murray
.'"..•r The
ROTC pershing
.-.«--"«!»'uis^ocrorate at Cornell
r
iU
o.
j
i» _J*^ •- I-.-fit* ' - "* -" —' ■**•"■*-'—*--■-' JL.
crvdqontest,
andTriends
University^' - ... .
Saturday
Hur**trxmin<*,Ty
? -,
• • v* alumru
•
j
i
«tt*h wTn-noimnnree other '***»*-» ««*-»I.#VM» UI tmK. --- *«v»tfcu«i>* reception anda Speeches - on> behalf* «':*'
B
^horiorees will be included in a fbrW ?i u^^SSE' "He of march. The' Lexettes. a *<>«* dinner in the University
brief program preceding the Thomas McDounough, Miss dri)1 ieaF from Lexington, will Center.
<5ther events include ununveilings. Dr. Henry "Martin,- Gertrude Hood, and Charles T. add further beauty and
chairman of the-Department of Hughes-by unveiling plaques at precision to the parade. Also veiling of plaques Saturday
Educational
Administration, athletics fields named for them. expected are some marching morning at the Thomas E.
will speak on behalf of Dr. The plaque unveiling program units of the Shriners, the YMCA McDonough Intramural Fields,
Ferrell. Dr. Harry Smiley, begins at 11:30 a.m. at the "Y" Indian . Guides, and the the Gertrude Hood Women's
Athletic Field, and the
chairman of the Department of Thomas
E.
McDonough Richmond Cub Scouts.
Fifteen convertibles will
"Turkey" Hughes Baseball
Chemistry for Dr. Herndon . Intramural Fields on Paul Van
display some of EKU's feminine
Field.
and Dr. W.J. Moore, retired Hoose Drive.

Three Former Faculty Portraits Unveiled Sunday
i

Charles Norvell, a Corbin and sprayer mechanism,
senior, is managing
a methods of operation of Soil
greenhouse and Philip E. Watts, Conservation Service,
a Falmouth
senior,
is bluegrass evaluation, superdeveloping skill in artificial vision of freshmen students in
insemination to prepare for greenhouse production,
detection
of
bacterial
breeding his own dairy herd.
organisms in cow udders, and
They are among 16 students in turf and fertilizer yield.
this individual project work
which allows a student to study
a specific area of his major
Nine EKU agricultural
interest. Each student is students are studying under
supervised by a professor in this work scholarships of $125 to $150
course offering two hours of a semester provided by comcredit for which he is expected panies and associations into work up to six hours a week. terested in helping students get
The projects include the un- work experience, and 21 are
derstanding milking equipment working under the University's
laboratory work, farm equip-' institutional work study
ment dealership, small engine program.

n
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Happiness Is. . . Putting Another Parade Together

Photos by Jim Shepherd
Well it's not exactly the Rose
Bowl
Parade
but
the
homecoming parade does
require work and organization.
Each year, Eastern students
cram into a warehouse nightly
for one week, to mold paper
mache and stuff crepe paper
into chicken wire. At the end of
'the week everything falls into
place and the final projects
emerge from the warehouse.
This year, there are 18 floats
entered in the competition. The
total number is down slightly
from last year. Student
Activities
Director Skip
Daugherty explained the
decrease , " A lot of the
organizations are teaming up on
their floats this year. The team
effort increases the manpower
and cuts down on expenses."
The theme for this year's
homecoming is "Happiness Is."
The theme was selected by the
homecoming committee. Most
of the organizations have a local
merchant sponsor their float.
The merchant usually picks up
the tabs.

>

Construction of the float does
not always begin in the
warehouse. "We started on the
figures for our float about two
weeks ago," remarked Jim
Smith. Smith was working on a
float for the Baptist Student
Union. Steve Fore, a junior
from Irvine, also agreed with
Smith. Fore's organization,
Beta Omicron Gamma, had als»
begun construction last week on'
their dormitory floor.
Circle K again this year is
handling
the warehouse
operation. Stewart Brentzell of
Circle K says the cooperation
from the students is going as
well as can nbe expected.
"We've had great cooperation
from everyone. A few minor
instances have occurred. Most
of those were smoking
violations." Smoking is not
permitted inside the warehouse.
The floats, which are
restricted to 11 by 14 feet, will
begin moving out of the
warehouse for . the parade
Saturday morning at 7:30.

-•••a
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Wives Feel 'Football Is The Best!'
Whether they've lived all over
the world or were reared in
Eastern Kentucky, the wives of
the EKU cocahing staff all have
one interest in common--they
love football. And, although all
of them professed an interest in
all athletics in general, Mrs.
Pat Ison summed up their
general opinion with "Football
is the best!"
Eastern's football coaching
staff is made up of seven
members, all of whom are
married. Heading the "staff" of
wives is Mrs. Susan Kidd wife of
head coach Roy Kidd, who is in
her sixth year at Eastern. Mrs.
Kidd enjoys all athletics and
plays both tennis and golf. She
teaches baton to Richmond and
fterea elementary girls and
Helps direct a group of
elementary twirlers known as
the "Starlets."
Mrs Kidd is a native of Richmond and attended EKU where
she was a member of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority. She is the
mother of three children,
Kathy, Keith, and Marc, and
one of her favorite interests is
working in the home. She
designed the plans for their
home and did all of the interior
decorating herself, stating, "1
enjoy being a homemaker."
Mrs. Kidd stated that one ol
the things she likes about this
year's football team is the interest expressed by
the
players' parents. "It pleases me
that parents follow us, and it's a
wonderful opportunity to meet
them."
"To travel, if I every have the
chance," is the desire of Mrs.
Sandy Harville, wife of coach
Robert Harville. Mrs. Harville
is a graduate of Eastern
receiving both her graduate and
undergraduate degrees here.
Mrs. Harville has, perhaps,
been closer to the EKU football
teams of the past than any of the
other wives for her husband was
head resident of O'Donnell Hall
for a number of years. In regard
to living in the dormitory with
the players she stated, "It was
always noisy, and you could

hear everything. But, I was
more involved then because of
this."
Mrs. Lenore Murray, wife of
trainer Ken Murray, although
originally from South Carolina;
has lived most of her life
overseas. Her parents were
missionaries, and she lived the
greatest part of her childhood in
Africa. Murray's parents were
also missionaries, and he and
Mrs. Murray met in Africa.
In receiving her education,
Mrs. Murray went to a total of
18 schools from elementary
through high school. "One year
I went to four different schools,
and I never spent more than two
years at one school." She also
stated that moving around so

much did not hurt her adjustment but that it helped her.
"I found making friends easier
because of this. The only trouble
I had was coming back to
America as a teen-ager and
trying to adjust to the social lite
here."
Mrs. Murray is the mother of
one son, Clinton Kenneth, and
enjoys sewing -and handwork,
making all of her Christmas
presents for friends. She has
also recently begun painting,
and in addition, she speaks
three languages, English,
French, and Tshiluba, and
Africa dialect.
The title of the most excitable
wife was given by the other
wives to Mrs. Pat Ison, wife of

coach Jack Ison. Mrs. Ison
herself stated that she is one of
the more excited fans at
Eastern's games. "I get very
involved. I yell from the minute
it begins till it's over."
One of Mrs. Ison's greatest
interests is oil painting, having
been paintting about two years.
She stated, "I became interested in painting after we
moved into our present home. I
decided that I wanted to do my
own paintings for it, and I love
doing this."
Mrs. Freda Francis, wife of
coach Fred Francis, is on the
home economics faculty at
Eastern, specializing in
clothing and textiles.

A mother of two sons, Mrs.
Francis likes Eastern and feels
very much at home here. She
stated, "I especially like
the''cheerleaders. They're
great and they add a lot. I think
the students really respond to
them." She added, "-I think the
band is doing a tremendous job
also. They've really improved."
Mrs. Linda Marmie and Mrs.
Linda Stillwagon are the newest
members of the "staff" of
wives. Their husbands Larry
Marmie and Tom Stillwagon
are in their first year of
coaching at Eastern.
Mrs. Marmie is the mother of
three children, Vicki, Cozette,
and Larry, Jr. She enjoys being

#*•

Photo by Jim Shepherd

THOUGH their backgrounds may be varied, the wives of the
EKU football coaches all agree on the importance of athletics.
Kneeling in front, from left to right, are Sandy Harville, Linda

Stillwagon, and Lenore Murray. Standing from left to right are
Pat Ison, Freda Francis, Susan Kidd, and Linda Marmie.
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a homemaker and sews as a
hobby. She has only lived
here since January, but
she stated. "I like it here."
Marmie coached last year at
Morehead.
Mrs. Marmie stated that she's
an excited fan, but not overly
excited. She enjoys football, and
in reference to being a coach's
wife, she "likes everything
about it."
Linda Stillwagon has been
plagued with moves since
becoming a coach's wife. She
has moved ten times in the last
six years, living most recently
in South Dakota. She is the
mother of two sons, Jeff and
Brad, and she works as an
education specialist for the
Head Start Program.
Mrs. Stillwagon enjoys
working with children and she
doesn't think that enough is
being done for preschool
children, but that the Head
Start Program is helping this.
She stated, however, "I would
prefer to have my own nursery
school. I had my own in South
Dakota, and I hope to start one
here."
In regard to Eastern, Mrs.
Stillwagon stated that she "is
thankful for the opportunity to
be at Eastern. It is beautiful
country and is excellent
coaching country. I hope we can
stay here for a while and not
move." She is athletic enjoying
both tennis and bike riding.
Describing Eastern's football
games she stated, "I scream
my head off," adding, "I love
hot dogs. I have to have one at
every game. To me that's part
of it, watching the cheerleaders
and eating hot dogs."
In addition to the universal
enjoyment of football, the wives
all believe in the importance of
athletics in general.
"Athletics is very important
as preparation for life. If
players can overcome problems
on the field, they can overcome
the problems of life," stated
Mrs. Stillwagon. Mrs. Francis
added, "It's athletics that
builds men."

Up In The Air
KEEPING THINGS IN ORDER, workmen are busy atop
Burnam Hall. All Buildings are watched for problems that
might arise, and periodically repairs and improvements are
made.

Paratrooper Squad
(Continued From Page One)
"Opening shock" is not the
feeling the jumper experiences
as he leaves the plane for his
fall, explained Fisher, "it's the
motion that occurs after a
jumper has opened his
parachute."
The costs for a beginner include the purchase of used
equipment for $100-$150. The
more proficient the parachuist
becomes, the better his
equipment has to be. He added,
"This sport is, in the end, no
more expensive than any other

sport. Putting your life on th
line is the highest cost in
volved."
Relative work is often carrit
out by the rescue team. Twojl
three, four and sometimes asj
many as 26 jumpers are in-!
volved in performing acrobatics
in the air. A similar team ii
Bardstown, the Green Count j ,
Sport Parachute Team, holdsji
the
national
title
in
parachuting. It is also the onlyig
state group that consists ofc
women.

-3

Queen Candidates
(Continued From Pace One)
man class. She is a member of
Eastern's Little Colonels Drill
Team and is interested in water
skiing, swimming and piano.
Freshman Shelley McConkey,
from Kettering, Ohio, is
Sullivan Hall's representative.
Miss McConkey, a physical
education major, is interested
in gymnastics and art.
Keene Hall's candidate for

Homecoming Queen is Teresa*
Wilson,
sophomore
art
education major from Wes(j|
Union, Ohio. Miss Wilson i)g
interested in art, water sports^
and modeling and has been a P
Kappa
Alpha
fraternity
Calendar Girl.
The Homecoming Queen wilK
be selected by three judges onC
the basis of poise, personality.,
and beauty.
jB*£
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TWO HOUR SERVICE
IN MOST CASES

ANYTHING POSSIBLE

WELCOME ALUMNI
create
your own

[j

instant
t-shirt

design!

Your name—phone number—philosophy/ whatever—will be imprinted in
minutes on the t-shirt of your choice—far out! We have a fantastic contraption that bakes it on permanently. Come on in, look through the catalog of
decals—decide on what kind of dialog you want to wear (think this one
through—it could be very heavy!) and that's it.
You can order sets for your team, club, fraternity, sorority, buddies—
whoever!
T-shirts with one design or five letters- 2.75
Jerseys with one design or five letters- 5.00
Letters-10* each Numbers-30* each .
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STORE
KEEN JOHNSON STUDENT UNION BUILDING
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